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ABSTRACT
TURKISH TEXT GENERATION 
WITH
SYSTEMIC-FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR 
Turgay Korkmaz
M.S. in Computer Engineering and Information Science
Advisor: Asst. Prof. Dr. Ilyas Çiçekli 
June, 1996
Natural Language Generation (NLG) is roughly decomposed into two stages: 
text planning^ and text generation. In the text planning stage, the semantic 
description of the text is produced from the conceptual inputs. Then, the 
text generation system transforms this semantic description into an actual 
text. This thesis focuses on the design and implementation of a Turkish text 
generation system rather than text phinning. To develop a text generator, 
we need a linguistic theory that describes the resources of the desired natural 
language, and also a software tool that represents and performs these linguistic 
resources in a computational environment. In this thesis, in order to carry out 
the mentioned requirements, we have used a functional linguistic theory called 
Systemic-Functional Grammar (SFG), and the FUF, text generation system 
as a software tool. The ultimate text generation system takes the semantic 
description of the text sentence by sentence, and then produces a morphological 
description for each lexical constituent of the sentence. The morphological 
descriptions are worded by a Turkish morphological generator. Because of our 
concentration on the text generation, we have not considered the details of the 
text planning. Hence, we assume that the semantic description of the text is 
produced and lexicalized by an application (currently given by hand).
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Natural Language Generation, 
Gomputational Linguistic, Systemic-Functional Grammar, Functional Unifica­
tion Grammar.
Ill
ÖZET
SİSTEMİK-FONKSİYONEL GRAMER YAKLAŞIMI İLE 
TÜRKÇE METİN ÜRETİMİ
Turgay Korkmaz
Bilgisciycir ve Enformatik Mühendisliği, Yüksek Lisans
Danışman: Yrd. Doç. Dr. İlyas Çiçekli 
Haziran, 1996
Doğal Dil Üretimi (DDU) kabaca iki kışıma ayrılır; metin planlama ve metin 
üretme. Metin planlama kısımında, kavramsal girdilerden metinin anlamsal 
tanımı üretilir. Sonra, metin üretme sistemi bu anlamsal tanımları gerçek bir 
metine dönüştürür. Bu tez metin planlamadan ziyade Türkçe metin üretecek 
bir sisteminin tasarım ve gerçekleştirimi üzerinde durmaktadır. Bir metin 
üretici geliştirmek için, doğal dilin kaynaklarını tanımlayacak bir dilbilim teori­
sine, ve bu kaynaları bilgisayar ortamında gösterecek ve işleyecek bir yazılım 
aracına ihtiyacımız vardır. Bu tezde, Sistemik-Fonksiyonel Gramer (SFG) 
olarak bilinen fonksiyonel dilbilim teorisini, ve yazılını aracı olarak da FUF 
metin üretme sistemini kullandık. Gerçekleştirilen metin üretim sistemi me­
tinin anlamsal tanımını cümle cümle alıyor, ve cümledeki her bir sözcüksel 
öğenin şekil bilgisini üretiyor ki bunlar Türkçe sözcüklerin şekil bilgilerinden 
kelimeler üreten bir program tarafından kelimeleştirilmektedir. Metin üretimi 
üzerinde yoğunlaşmamızdan ötürü, metin planlama kısmını ayrıntılı olarak in­
celemedik. Bu yüzden, metinin anlamsal tanımının bir uygulama tarafından 
üretildiğini ve sözcüklendirildiğini kabul ediyoruz (şu an elle veriliyor).
Anahtar sözcükler. Doğal Dil işleme, Doğal Dil Üretimi, Bilgisayarlı Dilbil- 
iuıi, Sistemik-Fonksiyonel Gramer, Fonksiyonel Birleştirme Grameri.
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C h ap ter 1
In trod u ction
Natural Language (NL) is a communication system that enables people to ex­
press their feelings, thoughts or demands as a sequence of words in a particular 
social and cultural environment, or vice versa. In other words, NL encodes a 
mental picture of reality into a seciuence of words called a grammatical unit 
such as clause, noun group etc., or decodes the sequence of words into a men­
tal picture (cis shown in Figure 1.1). The encoding and decoding activities are
Figure 1.1: Natural Language (NL) is a system
called Generation and Understanding, respectively. Natural Language Process­
ing (NLP) is cl research area that aims to simulate those human activities on 
computer because of several reasons that may be generalized as follows [30, 32]:
To provide human-computer communication with a particular NL. 
To translate information from one NL to another via computer.
( 'll AFTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis particularly deals with Natural Language Generation (NLG). 
From the computationcil perspective, NLG can be described as a process of 
constructing a text from information which is stored at a higher order of ab­
straction rather than wordings [4, 30, 32]. Certainly the bottom end of NLG 
is the worded text, but at the top end, the boundaries of abstraction are not 
easy to define exactly. To address the different kinds of problems, the NLG 
process is roughly decomposed into two stages: text planning, and text gen­
eration (realization). The text planner produces the semantic description of 
the generated text from the conceptual inputs. And then the text generator 
takes the semantic description as input, and transforms it into the worded text 
according to the linguistic resources of the desired natural language.
.So far, several NLG systems Imve been constructed as parts of PhD theses 
such as Goldman’s BABEL [12], Davey’s PROTEUS [5], iMcDonald’s MUM­
BLE [31], Mckeown’s TEXT [33], Appelt’s KAMP [1], Patten’s SLANG [37], 
Hovy’s PAULINE [16], Elhadad’s SURGE [7].^  Each of them tries to address 
the common problems in NLG from different perspectives. Therefore, a num­
ber of approaches to NLG have been introduced in those works. A NLG system 
and its approach can be characterized by:
• the organization of the text planning and generation stages,
• the linguistic theory that the system is based on,
• the computational formalisms that the system uses.
• the .social context and the field of text generation.
■According to the relation between the text planner cind the generator (re- 
alizer), NLG systems are divided into three classes: pipelined, interleaved, and 
integrated (see [18]). In a pipelined system, the text planner produces the 
rec[uired information as input for the generator, and then the generator pro­
duces the worded text without any communication from the generator back to 
the planner. In contrast to the pipelined system, an interleaved system pro­
vides communication from the generator back to the planner. In an integrated 
system, planning and generation stages are considered in a single formalism.
A linguistic theory allows us to describe the resources of NL, and to con­
struct a model that explains how NL transforms the semantic description into
 ^More information about the current NLG sy.stems and their approaches can be found 
in [4, 7, 18, .80, .32, :I7].
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a grammatical structure and its lexical items. Most of the current theories are 
only interested in syntax, morphology, or phonology, but not semantics or con­
text [30]. However, there is a strong relation between semantic and syntactic 
descriptions ol NL. To represent those relations, we need a linguistic theory 
that analyzes the NL from both semantic and syntactic perspectives. In this 
context, the lunctional theories such as tagrnemic theory, systemic theory and 
stratificational theory will be more appropriate than the structure based the­
ories [30].
The computational formalisms provide different methods and notations for 
representing and performing the linguistic resources on computer without de­
pending on the linguistic theory. This can be achieved by the distinction 
between the linguistic theory and the implementation formalism. Recently the 
unification and feature structures have been used as computational formalisms 
in the generation. One of them is Functional Unification Formalism (FUF) [7] 
derived from Functional Unification Grammar (FUG) [22], and expanded with 
typed features. Some linguistic theories may be directly implemented as a 
computational formalism. For instance, NIGLE [29, 30] is a well-known pro­
gramming environment to realize the systemic theory.
In a different social context, NLG systems may cause to generate different 
te.xt for the same situation. In the systemic theory, it is called functional varia­
tion of use [30, 37]. A particular functional variety is called register. Register, 
particularly considered in the text planning stage, affects the organization of 
the grammatical and textual functions, and the choices of lexical items.
In this thesis, we do not considered the details of the text planning because 
our main purpose is to design and implement a text generator for Turkish. 
However, the generator requires the semantic description of the text as an in­
put. For that reason, we need to produce the semantic inputs in some way. This 
thesis assumes that an application (a human in the current system) determines 
the content and the organization of the text, and then produces the semantic 
description of the text sentence by sentence. At one time, our text generator 
takes the semantic description of a sentence, and generates its morphological 
description that can be worded by the Turkish morphological generator [36]. 
Consequently, the entire NLG system is organized in the pipelined architecture 
in which the text planner, an application, produces the semantic description, 
and then the generator independently realizes it.
(■  H AFTER L. IN TROD UCTION
In the design, we need to determine what kind of semantic description can 
be given as an input, and how it is transformed into an actual text. In order to 
address these issues, we use a particular linguistic theory known as Systemic- 
Functional Grammar (SFG) that analyzes the semantic and syntactic features 
of the NL, and the strong relations between them. In the implementation, 
we use the FUF te.xt generation system and its constraint based formalisms— 
tunctional unification and typed features to represent and perform the linguistic 
resources determined in the design.
Another assumption is that the semantic inputs are also lexicalized ac­
cording to the register of the text generation system. Thus, the implemented 
generator can be used as a general syntactic realizer that transforms the se­
mantic description, which is produced and lexicalized by an application, into 
a real Turkish text.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, a brief 
introduction is given about Systemic Linguistic and its approach to text genera­
tion. We consider Turkish Grammar from the Systemic-Functional perspective 
to describe the linguistic resources in Chapter 3. Next, in Chapter 4, the im­
plementation of Turkish text generator is presented. In Chapter 5, we conclude 
this thesis and give some directions for the future work. In the Appendix, we 
present sample runs to demonstrate the generation of the major grammatical 
units such as clauses, noun groups.
C hapter 2
S y stem ic—Functional Linguistic;
Systemic Linguistic has been introduced by M.A.K. Halliday in the early 1960. 
The origins of systemic linguistics clearly lie in the work of the following major 
contributors [30, 37]. Bronislaw Malinowski (1884-1942), who was an anthro­
pologist and ethnographers, influenced Firth with the following two ideas: the 
first one is that language is inseparable from its social and cultural context, 
and the second one is that language performs certain functions in the society, 
so language is functional. Firth (1890-1960) took and adapted Malinowski’s 
ideas into a linguistic theory with new contributions. Firstly, he introduced the 
concept of system^ as a set of linguistic  choices in a specific linguistic 
co n tex t. Then, he considered the differences between “paradigmatic” (system- 
based) and the “syntagmatic” (structure-based) descriptions of the NL. With 
these work. Firth created a new linguistic environment which is fundamentally 
different from the traditional linguistic. The roots of the systemic grammar 
are described in [41] as follows;
... were in anthropology and sociology, not in mathematics or 
formal logic. The question that motivated its development were not 
those of grammaticality or the acquisition of linguistic competence, 
but those of language as a social activity: What are the social func­
tions of language? Hoxo does langxiage fulfill these social functions? 
Ho'w does language work?
The .systemic grammar took its name from the system concept.
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The other contribution comes from Hjelrnslev (1899-1965). He mainly studied 
on the realizational view of the language. From the realizational perspective, 
language can be described as a system coded in some level and recoded in an­
other level. Hjelmslev says “semantic, grammar, and phonology are all semi­
otics, or sign systems.” Signs at one level can be recoded-or realized-by signs 
at a lower level (shown in Figure 2.1). Thus, the organizations at different 
levels are allowed to be independent from one another.
C Semantic^)----- ;-------- i-<^rammar^)-------------- ^  realize ------------ realize
Figure 2.1; Realization of signals at different levels of language
Halliday combined all these work summarized above to form a linguistic 
theory that is known as “systemic grammar”. In the systemic grammar, the 
linguistic resources are organized as a system network that represents the in­
terrelated choice points in a particular linguistic conte.xt [-30, 37]. The selected 
features from the system network enables the related realization rules to ex­
plain the meanings with the relevant structures. After this general overview^ 
of Systemic-Functional Linguistic, we will try to explain some of the relevant 
goals of the systemic grammar, and its important concepts. Then, the text 
generation with this approach is demonstrated, and the well-known software 
tools cU’e introduced for implementation.
2.1 T he Goals of System ic Gram m ar
The main goals of the systemic grammar can be described as follows [30, 37];
• To describe the functions of language at different levels such as semantic 
functions-agent, actor, location, and syntactic functions-the “subject” of 
a clause, the “head” of a noun group and so on.
• To capture the relationships between semantic and syntactic functions [13, 
14]. For instance, the semantic function agent is mapped onto the syn­
tactic function subject in an active clause, and it is realized by a noun 
group.
'More information about systemic linguistic is also available in [.30, 37, 41].
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Classification ot both social meaning and linguistic forms to construct 
a systemic functional grammar (system-based description). For exam­
ple, noun groups can be decomposed into three classes: proper, pronoun, 
and common; common nouns are decomposed into two classes: cibstract, 
concrete and so on. In each class, different meanings or functions are 
realized by the relevant grammatical structures. In the systemic gram­
mar, the tunctional and structural descriptions are complementary: the 
tunctional description says "What it does, ” and the structural description 
savs ‘Tlotu it does it. ”
2,2 Im portant Concepts in SFG
In this section, we summarize the main concepts of the systemic grcimmar [37]. 
More information can be found in [37, 41].
2.2.1 Feature
For the classification of the linguistic resources in the systemic grammar, a 
feature can be used as the name of a class. For example, some features of 
a clause (classes in a clause) ai'e declarative, interrogative, negative, positive 
and so on. However, these features are not all independent. For instance, if a 
clause has the declarative feature then it cannot also have interrogative one. To 
represent that kind of mutually exclusive knowledge, the concept of "system” 
will be considered.
2.2 .2  S ystem
A system is a mutually exclusive set of classes (or features) and thus represents 
a choice or "potential” [37]. If a feature is selected in a system, it also means 
that this system has only that feature, not another one. For instance, if a 
clause is positive then it cannot be negative. A particular choice is applicable 
in some sort of context. F”or example, to select a feature between declarative 
and interrogative, the clause must be indicative. In addition, a choice may 
depend on a logical combination—called “entry conditions” of the system—of
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more than one selected ieatures (context). The relationships between systems 
such as entry conditions are represented by drawing ‘Ssystein networks.”
2.2.3 S ystem  Network
System netwoi’ks display graphically the relationships between features in the 
gr¿munar [37]. A system represents a choice between two or more features 
(shown in Figure 2.2). For example, when the system mood is entered, one of 
the features declarative or interrogative is selected.
mood
declarative
interrogative 
Figure 2.2: System representation
Figure 2.3 illustrates the representation of entry conditions (by drawing 
lines from the entry condition to the system). For example, the .system mood 
can be entered, only if the feature indicative is selected earlier.
indicative mood
declarative 
interrogative-
imperative
Figure 2.3: The repre.sentation of entry conditions
wh-
polar
If a feature is an entry condition to more than one system, it is represented 
by using (it is illustrated in Figure 2.4).
CO
Cl
C3
S 1
Figure 2.4: Entry condition to several systems
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If a particular system has several conjunctive entry conditions (and opera­
tion), it is represented by using (it is illustrated in Figure 2.5).
S 1
Ic 1
lc2
f 1
rz
Figure 2.5: Conjunctive entry conditions
To represent disjunctive (not necessarily exclusive) entry conditions (or 
operation), "]-” is used (shown in Figure 2.6).
gi
kl
k 2
f l
f 2
Figure 2.6: Disjunctive entry conditions
There exists a different kind of feature—called ^^gate”—from the other fea­
tures in systems above. These features (gates) simply depend on some combi­
nation of other features, without choice (shown in Figure 2.7).
gi
g2
k l
k 2
g a t e
Figure 2.7: A gate from a system network
2.2 .4  D elicacy
In a classification system, the features of objects are specialized (more informa­
tion is available about objects) according to previous levels of the classification. 
In the systemic grammar, this specialization is called delicacy. For example, 
declarative feature is more delicate than indicative feature in Figure 2.3. Sys­
tem networks increase the delicacy from left to right.
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2.2 .5  Functional Analysis
To interpret the meaning of a constituent in a given situation, we use a label 
that specifies the function of the constituent. In the realization, we use a label 
that specifies the syntactic class of the constituent. These two types of labels 
are illustrated in Figure 2.8.
noun noun verb Actor Destination Process
Ali okula gitti.
Syntactic Labels
Ali okula gitti.
Semantic Labels
Figure 2.8: Syntactic and Semantic Labels
In the systemic grammar, the linguistic items are analyzed in several func­
tional dimensions simultaneously because a linguistic item may have more than 
one function at a time. In general, all languages have the following common 
meta-functional dimensions [14];
T he  ID E A T IO N A L  metafunction (Clause as a Representation) is concerned 
with ideation: it provides the speaker with the resources for interpret­
ing and representing ‘reality’ [30]. It represents the logical relationships 
between processes, events, actions, objects etc.
T he  IN T E R P E R S O N A L  metafunction ( Clause as an Exchange) provides 
the speaker with the resources for creating and maintaining social rela­
tions with the listener [30]. It expresses the roles of the speaker in the 
discourse [37].
The TEXTUAL metafunction (Clause as a Message) enables the speaker 
in presenting ideational and interpersonal information as te.xt in con­
text [30]. It ensures that the text is relevant and coherent.
Figure 2.9 shows three functional analysis of the same clause in English. It is 
taken from [30].
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In this job Anne
Theme
Locative
w e’ re w orking with silver
Vocative
Rheme
Mood
Subject
Actor
Finite
Process Manner
textual
interpersonal
ideational
Figure 2.9: Metafunctional layering in grammar
These metafunctions are common for all languages with some modifications. 
However, various metafunctions may be required for the functional analysis of 
different languages. For instcince, a different functional analysis is required 
to deal with the function of free word order in Turkish. Each metafunction 
consists of more than one functions. For example, the ACTOR, LOCATION, 
and GOAL functions are used in the analysis of ideational metafunction and 
so on. We will re-consider these metafunctions and their individual functions 
for Turkish in Chapter 3.
The related terms of functional analysis are summarized in a tcibuhir form 
(from [30]) in Figure 2.10.
characterization related typologies m ajor resources
ideation — interpretation 
and representation of 
the world in and around us
semantic
representational
denotive
propositional context 
cognive
transitivity 
(process + 
participants + 
circumstances)
Actor Loc Goal Proc
cdco
interaction between 
speaker and listener; 
assignment and 
model-attitudinal 
comments
conative-expressive
(pragmatic)
mood & modality
M ood
Verb Time Mode perNum
presentation of ideational 
&. interpersonal information 
as text in context; 
control of textual status and 
conjunctive development 
of text
pragmatic 
discoursal 
functional sentence 
perspective
theme and word-order; 
information; 
conjunction
Theme Rheme
Topiij Focu: ; verb Backg
Figure 2.10: Metafunctioris and Related Terms
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2.2.6 Rank
Although the systemic grammar deals with the functional issues of langiuige, it 
must still relate the function to structure. The linguistic items (constituents) 
are grouped together in a separate level of structure. The hiei’archical relation­
ships l)etween the various units is called RANK-from “largest” to “smaller.” 
Figure 2.11 shows the rank system in Turkish grammar.
sentence
group
words
root/affix
letter
O t a r i h  d e r s i n e  g e l d i .
Figure 2.11: Rank in Turkish grammar
2.2 .7  R ealization  Rules
■■Realization rules” are used to construct the relationships between the fea­
tures and system networks on one hand, and the functional analysis and con­
stituent structure on the other. In this way, the structural representation is 
also achieved. The elements of structure are represented in realization rules 
by their function (e.g.. Agent, Actor). The realization relationships between 
linguistic items vary from language to language. For example, Turkish is a 
free word order language, so there is no strict order between the constituents 
(e.g.. Actor and Process may or may not be adjacent). However, the order of 
constituents in English is not free (e.g.. Actor and Process must be adjacent). 
The following operators can be used in the realization process.
/  C onflation : to specify the identity of two functions (e.g. Agent/Subject).
+  In se rtion  : to insert a new function (e.g. -rSubject).
: P rese lec tion  : to select a feature before it is actually encountered (e.g 
.Subject:noun-group). It tcikes place from one rank to the next riink 
below.
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:: Lexical Preselection ; to select a lexical item to realize the related func­
tion (AgentMarker::taraf indan (by)).
O E xpansion : to divide a function into sub-functions (e.g. Mood(Subject) 
and Mood (Finite)).
A O rder : to realize linguistic items as adjacent in the structure (e.g. Focus 
A Process or Subject A ^  or ^  A Process). ^  is used to represent a 
leftmost or rightmost constituent.
• · · O rder : to represent partial orderings of the linguistic items in the struc­
ture (e.g. Subject · · · Object · · · Process).
These operators are used to describe the realization rules in the system network.
Their implementation depends on the computational formalism.
2.3 System ic—Functional Text G eneration
According to SF approach, the linguistic resources are organized into a number 
of levels for making and expressing meanings as shown in F’igure 2.12. These
Field i Tenor Mode
\  semantics X
1
1 '
lexico-
gnimmar
phonology
A
language
J
Figure 2.12: Language as a tristratal system
levels, called STR.A.TA in systemic terminology, represent the different order of 
abstraction in NLG. From top end to the bottom end, a higher strata is realized 
into a lower one and so on to accomplish the NLG. The context and .semantic 
levels are considered in text planning stage [27]. The text generation stage deals 
with the outputs of semantic strata, and the lexico-grammar strata. Here, we 
will consider the text generation rather than planning. Hence, we need
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• to determine the semantic inputs, and
• to organize the linguistic resources at lexico-grammar strata that repre­
sents how to transform the semantic description of the text into an actual 
text [28].
In the systemic-functional approach, functional analysis of NL gives us the 
potential semantic descriptions, and the SFG describes the coi'respondence 
between the meanings and their NL expressions by organizing the linguistic 
resources at lexico-grammar strata. Now, we want to exemplify the generation 
ol a simple sentence given in (1) to demonstrate the SF approach.
(i) ' Ali camı kırdı.
Ali window+3SG-f ACC break-l-PAST-t-3SG 
'Ali broke the window.’
The semantic description of this sentence can be given by using the following 
functions:
P i’ocess (k ırd ı) :  the performed action
A c to r (A li): the first participant that does the deed
G oal (camı): the second participant that suffers the process
A gent (A li): the causer of the process
M ed ium  (camı): the affected constituent from the process
This sentence will be realized in active voice. Table 2.1 gives the multidimen­
sional functional representation of this sentence. The recjuired part of SFG is 
presented in Figure 2.13.
In text generation with SFG, the system network is traversed from left to 
right by following the basic secjnential traversal algorithm as shown in Fig­
ure 2.14. This algorithm is originally presented in the NIGLE which has sev­
eral distinct activities such as Environment, Choosers, Grammar and Real- 
izer [29, 30]. They will be described in Section 2.4. Here, we assume that 
Choosers ask some cpiestions to the Environment and the Environment gives 
appropriate answers. Thus, the features are selected by the Chooser, and then
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Ali Ccimi kırdı. Fnnc. Dimensions
Agent Medium Process Ideational
Actor Goal Process
Voice,Mood In terpersonal
Topic Focus Verb T extual
Subject D.Obj Predicate Syntactic
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Table 2.1: Multidimensional Functional .Analysis
the Grammar and the Realizer realizes the functions which are attached to 
selected features.
If we execute this algorithm manually on the system network given in Fig­
ure 2.13, the following systems are entered and the appropriate features are 
selected: Enter Rank system, select sentence; enter ProcessType, select ma­
terial; enter Agentive, select yes; enter Effective select yes; enter Voice, select 
active; directly enter G2 gate. If we assume that the semantic roles are lexical- 
ized, and realization rules attached to each selected feature are executed, then 
the semantic roles are mapped onto syntactic roles, and ordered as shown in 
Table 2.1. .As a result, the generation of the sentence given in (1) is completed.
2.4 Software Tools for Im plem entation
In the implementation, different approaches may be used to represent the 
•SFG on computer, and to provide communication between semantic strata 
and lexico-grammar strata. Here, we will introduce four different software 
environments: FUF, GENESYS, WAG, and NIGLE.
FUF is a general purpose text generation system that uses the constraint 
based formalisms—functional unification grammar (FUG) techniques and typed 
features [7, 8]. We use this generation system in our implementation. So, in 
Chapter 4, FUF and its approach to the implementation of a text generator 
will be considered in more detail.
GENESYS provides an integrated environment for developing SFGs [26]. 
GENESYS also uses the FUG formalism like FUF. In addition, a graphical 
user interface (GUI) is included to the environment for editing and processing
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Rank
sentence
+PROCESS
tSUBJECT
PROCESS:verbal-group
SUBJECT:noun-eroup 
SUBJECT ....PROCESS
noun-group
—  verbai-group
—  post-pos-phrase
f—  material
ProcessType
+ACT0R
menial
—  relational
Agentive
—  yes
|>AGi;>rr|
L
—  no-
[— ves
Effective »MEDIUM
.p
S2
Voice
aciivi
passive-
Sl-
Gl no-
.ACTOR/MEDIUM/SUBJECT
S2-
G2
D-OBJ
D-OBJ/MEDIUM 
AGENT/ACTOR/SUBJECT 
SUBJECT ...D-OBJ ...PROCESS
S3 —  G3
AGENT/ACTOR/SUBJECT
S2 —
G4
tBY-OBJ
MEDIUkVSUBJECT 
AGENT/ACTOR/BY-OBJ 
BY-OBJ... PROCESS
Figure 2.13: A Partial System Network for the Sentence Generation
the linguistic resources.
WAG Sentence Generation System is one of the Workbench for Analysis 
and Generation (WAG) that provides several tools to represent and perform 
the systemic resources [34, 35].
-NIGLE is the first implemented systemic grammar for text generation [2!)j. 
It is a part of larger text generation system called Penman [30]. iNIGLE can 
be characterized by having the following distinct activities:
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CHOSSERS SYSTEM NETWORK REALIZATION
Figure 2.14: A basic sequential traversal algorithm
E nvironm ent: contains the representation of three kinds of knowledge ( Knowl­
edge Base, Text Plan and Text Service).
C hoosers: Each system has a chooser. When the grammar enters a system, 
its chooser is activated. Then, it asks the Environment a question to 
select a feature in the current system.
G ram m ar: contains the systems of the whole systemic grammar. It enters 
systems and keeps track of the selected features.
R ealizer: It shows each realization as soon as it becomes definite.
In the generation, the systemic grammar network is traversed from left to 
right by selecting relevant features and executing realization rules according to 
the responses of environment to the chooser questions. The bcisic setpiential 
traversal algorithm of NIGLE has already been presented in Figure 2.14.
C hapter 3
Turkish Grammar
3.1 Sentence
Sentence is a sequence of words that forms a statement, command, exclamation, 
or c[uestion. These forms of sentences completely explain the ideas, orders, 
sudden strong feelings, and demanded information, respectively. In writing, 
sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with one of the punctuation 
marks ! ?” according to its form. To generate a sentence, at least, a 
Subject and a finite verb called Predicate are required. If the Subject, is a 
pronoun, it mciy be omitted because a Predicate in Turkish already contains the 
person information of Subject. In that case. Predicate, a finite verb, becomes 
a sentence that owns only one word. This single word sentence may be called 
"Core Sentence” as shown in (2).
(2) a. Gitti.
go+P.AST+3SG
‘(He) went.’
b. Zordur.
difficult-bCO PT A0R.T3SG 
‘(It) is difficult.’
The core sentence can be extended by using extra elements to explain the 
additional information in the sentence. The following sentences give more 
intormation about the main process in (3.a) by extending it with new elements:
18
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(3) a. Kirch.
break+PAST+3SG 
'(He) broke.’
b. All kırdı.
Ali break+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali broke.’
c. Ali camı kırdı.
.Ali window+ACC break+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali broke the window.’
d. Ali camı dün kırdı.
Ali window+ACC yesterday break+PAST+3SG 
‘.Ali broke the window yesterday.’
■Sentence is not only a seciuence of words but also a semantic repi'esentation 
of reality. In fact, the sentence can be represented in more than one level:
Phonology sound
Orthography writing
Syntactic wording
Semantic meaning
But we deal with only the last two levels. In these two levels, we use Syntactic 
and Semantic functions to represent the sentences. The semantic functions 
represent the meaning (semantic role) of the elements in the sentence as shown 
in Table 3.1. The syntactic functions represent the grammatical role of these
Ali carni kırdı
Agent Medium Process
.Actor Goal Process
Table 3.1: Representation of Sentence with Semantic Functions 
elements as shown in Table 3.2.
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Ali camı kırdı
Subject D. Object Predicate
Table 3.2: Representation of Sentence with Syntactic Functions
Each language has an individual lexicogrammar—lexicon and grammar that 
provides a way to unify the semantic functions with the syntactic functions. 
For example, the general semantic functions can be unified with the following 
syntactic functions.
S e m a n t i c  F u n c t i o n s  
Process 
Participants 
Circumstances
S y n t a c t i c  F u n c t i o n s  
Predicate 
Subject k, Objects 
Adjuncts
In this sense, the relation between grammar and semantic is natural, not ar­
bitrary. This relation, that pushes the grammar into the semantic level, is 
especially considered in the F u n c t i o n a l  Grammar [14]. In addition, the gram­
mar encodes the unified semantic and syntactic functions as a worded text by- 
using the s y n t a c t i c  s t r u c t u r e s .  This process is called r e a l i z a t i o n .  For example, 
the unified syntactic and semantic functions can be realized as follows.
S e m a n t i c  F u n c t i o n s  
Process 
Participants 
Circumstances
S y n t a c t i c  F u n c t i o n s  
Predicate 
Subject & Objects 
Adjuncts
S y n  t  a  c  t i c S t i 'u  c  tu  I'e 
verbal group 
noun group (NP) 
NP, PP, AdvG
Thus, the relation between syntax and grammar is natural too. In that ca.se, 
the relation pushes the grammar into the syntactic (structure-based) level. 
To describe and perform the linguistic resources at tho.se two levels, systemic- 
grammar provides us with a reasonable approach that was introduced in Chap­
ter 2.
In the implementation, we will use the term “clau.se” rather than sentence. 
A clause may be described as a configuration of participants and circumstantial
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huictions around a centucil process. It is also a common name for .sentence and 
sentence-like structures. In the systemic grammar, the mood system (shown 
ill l· igure 3.1) determines the usage form of the clause. At the top level, mood
M o o d
f i n i t e -
d e c l a r a t i v e
y e s - n o
w h
n o n - f i n i t e -
- - - -  i n t e r r r o g a t i v e -
— infinitive
—  p a r t i c i p l e
—  a d v e r b i a l
Figure 3.1: Mood System Network
system presents two alternatives: finite, and non-finite. Finite clauses are used 
as the simple sentences considered in Section 3.2.2. Non-finite clauses are used 
as noun, adjective, or adverb in other grammatical units. Their computational 
generation will be discussed in Chapter 4.
3.2 Classification of Sentences
In the grammar, Turkish sentences are divided into more than one classes 
according to their:
• forms
• structures
• predicate types
• word orders
Each of these classes will be discussed in the following sub-.sections.
3.2.1 Sentence Forms
.Sentence generation is an interactive event involving a Speaker or Writer and 
a Listener or Reader [14]. Speaker generates a sentence to exchange informa­
tion^ or goods-&-services with Listener. The role of Speaker and Listener in
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exchange may be seeker and supplier or supplier and seeker, respectively. Two 
speech roles (giving & demanding) and the characteristics of the exchanged 
commodity determine the sentence form. According to these criteria, the fol­
lowing sentences can be classified as shown in Table 3.3.
(4) a. Çay ister misiniz?
tea wan t+ AO R Ques-|-2PL 
‘Would you like tea?’
b. Ali okula gitti.
Ali school-fDAT go+PAST+3SG 
'Ali went to school.’
c. A kırıldı!
A break+PASS+PAST+3SG 
‘It was broken!’
d. Kapıyı aç. 
door+ACC open-rIMP 
‘Open the door.’
gitti mi?e. Ali okula
Ali school-bDAT go-f-PAST-|-3SG Ques
‘Did Ali go to school?’
commodity exchange goods-&-services information strong feelings
role in exchange
giving offer as qxiestion 
Çay ister misiniz?
statement 
Ali okula gitti.
exclamation 
A kırıldı!
demanding command 
Kapıyı aç.
question
Ali okula gitti mi?
—
Table 3.3; Sentence Forms According to Speech Role and Commodity Ex­
change
To determine the sentence form with the terms of systemic grammar, the 
required two systems (Speech-Role, Commodity-Exchange), and the relations 
between them are graphically represented in Figure 3.2. All forms of sentences
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may be positive or negative. So, the polarity ot a sentence is determined by a 
sepa.rate system.
Spcech_Rolc
giving-
—  demanding -
Sentence_Forms Commodity _Exchange
goods-&.-services
information-
—  strong-feelings
—  positive
Offer_as_Q
Statement
Command
Question
Exclamation
Polarity
—  negative
Figure 3.2: A System Network for Sentence Forms
3.2.2 Sentence Structures
In the traditional grammar, Turkish sentences are structurally divided into· four 
main classes: s i m p l e ,  c o m p o u n d ,  c o n n e c t e d ,  and coord/naie sentences [2, 19, 24]. 
It is not possible to say that there is a sharp line between these clcisses. For 
instance, simple and compound sentences have the same functional constituents 
but they are assumed in distinct classes because of the different realizations 
of some constituents in the sentence. From the functional view point, the 
structure of a sentence can be determined by the configuration of its functional 
constituents without considering their realizations. In this context, according 
to the configuration of constituents, the sentences can be decomposed into two 
classes: s i m p l e  and c o m p l e x .
S i m p l e  S e n t e n c e  consists of only one main process and several components 
that complement or modify the main process. Each component rna.y be realized 
by complex syntactic structures but it does not change the simple structure 
of sentence. In other words, the number of words in a sentence does not 
determine whether the sentence is simple or not. The main property of the
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simple sentence is that each component in the sentence has a function that is 
determined by the main process such as time, location, actor, reason, manner 
etcd The traditional simple and compound clauses are considered as simple 
sentences. The simple sentences can be e.xemplified as follows (in traditional 
grammar. (5.a) and (5.c) are called simple and compound, respectively).
(5) a. .\li okula gitti.
A l l  s c h o o l + D A T  g o + P A S T + . 3 S G  
‘ .A .li went to school.’
b .  O k u l a a d a mg i d e n  
camı kırdı.
school+DAT go+CONV=ÂDJ man 
window+ACC break+PAST+3SG 
' T h e  m a n  tu h o  w e n t  t o  s c h o o l  broke the window.'
c. .A.dam 
camı 
man
o k u l a
kırdı.
school+DAT
g i d e r e k
go+CONV=ADV
window+ACC break+PAST+3SG
'The man broke the window by going to school’
C o m p l e x  S e n t e n c e  consists of more than one simple sentence that ma;y be 
structurally (6.a) or .semantically (6.b) connected to each other [19].
(6) a. Hafta sonları, kütüphaneye gider(dik) ve kitap okurduk.
’At the weekends, we used to go to library and read the book.’
b. Çok yorgun olmasına ragmen Ali işe gitti.
'.Although he was very tired, Ali went to work.’
We assume that the the traditional connected and coordinated sentences are 
c o m p l e x .  However, the complex sentences are not considered in more detail, 
fiecause the simple sentence generation must be achieved before generating a 
complex sentence. For that reason, the main focus of this thesis will be on the 
simple sentences.
' S e e  S e c t i o n  3 . .3  f o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  f u n c t i o n a l  c o n s t i t u e n t s  i n  t h e  s i m p l e
s e n t e n c e .
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3.2 .3  P redicate Type of Sentences
In ['urkish gTammar, sentences can be divided into two groups iiccording to 
the type ot their predicates: v e r b a l ,  and n o m i n a l  sentences. If the predicate of 
the sentence is derived from a verb, it is called a verbal sentence. It can be
e.xemplified as follows.
(7) a. Yarın sabah okula g i d e c e ğ i z .
Tomorrow morning school+DAT go+FU T+lPL 
’We will go to school tomorrow morning.’
b. Çocuklar top oynamayı s e v e r l e r .
child+3PL football play+CONV=NOUN+ACC like+A0R+3PL 
’The children like playing football.’
If the predicate is derived from a nominaP group, it is called a nominal sen­
tence. In the realization of the nominal sentences, the following e.xceptions 
must be considered: A nominal group becomes a finite verb with a s u b s t a n t i v e  
( p r e d i c a t i v e )  verb that is used as an auxiliary verb (copula) to demonstrate 
the "to be"’ meaning of the predicate in the following four g r a m m a t i c a l  t e n s e s · .  
. A o r i s t ,  P a s t ,  N a r r ,  and C o n d .
(S) a. Kiz çok g ü z e l d i .
girl very beautiful-hC0P+PAST-|-3SG 
"The girl was very beautiful.’
b. .Ahmet b a .ş k a n d ı r .
.'\hmet chairman-hC0P-hA0R-|-3SG 
‘Ahmet is the chairman.’
The negative sense of the nominal sentence is represented by a separate word 
" d e ğ il” (not to be) for the mentioned four tenses above.
(9) .Ahmet b a .fk a n  d e ğ i l d i r .
Ahmet chairman NegNoun-|-COP-t-.AOR-|-3SG 
‘Ahmet is not the chairman.’
" N o m i n a l  i s  a  c o m m o n  n a m e  f o r  n o u n  a n d  a d j e c t i v e .
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'L'o explain the other tenses {future, proijress, optative, necessitative, imperative) 
in the nominal sentences, the auxiliary verb “olmak” (to l)e) is used. In that 
case, the au.xiliary verb is realized as the predicate of a verbal sentence.
(10) a. harm okulda olacaksın.
tomorrow school+LOC be+FUT+2SG
"hou will be at school tomorrow.’
a. .Ahmet başkan olmayacak.
-Ahmet chairman be+NEG+FUT+3SG 
‘Ahmet will not be the chairman.’
One of the most used nominal sentences is the existential sentence “var, 
yok” (existent, absent). There is no different issue in the realization of exis­
tential sentences. The process of an existential clause is derived from the noun 
var or yok to express that something e.xists or not.
(11) a. Masada üç kita,p vardı.
table-f LOC three book exist+COP-|-PAST-b3SG
’There were three books on the table.’
b. Mcisada hiç kitap yoktu.
table-|-LOC any book absent+COP-|-P.AST-f3SG 
’There wasn’t any book on the table.’
This syntactic classification does not provide any more information on how 
to determine the constituents of a sentence. In the functional analysis of Turk­
ish (in Section 3.3), we divide sentences into .several groups according to the 
meaning of their process to determine the relevant sentence configurations.
3.2 .4  W ord-Order in the Sentence
rurkish is a free word order language, for instance the syntactic functions can 
be ordered as follows:
Regular Sentence: Subject ■ ■ ■ Object · ■ ■ Verb (default)
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• Irregular Sentence V ■ ■ ■ S ■ ■ ■ 0  or 0  ■ ■ ■ V s
Although the same constituents' are freely ordered to construct a sentence, 
each order provides the additioiuil information to explain the different tex­
tual function ol each constituent. The textual functions can be identified as 
follows [10, 15]:
• the sentence-initial position as topic
• the immediately preverbal position as focus
• the postverbal position as background information
In the realization, each constituent may be conflated with one of these func­
tions, and these functions are strictly ordered as shown in the following tem­
plate:
Topic Neutral ■ ■ ■ Focus Process Background
T  heme R hem e
Naturally, the number of constituents in the sentence may be increased, and 
they can not be conflated any textual function. For those kinds of constituents, 
we will use a default word order in the implementcition (see .Section 4.2). Ac­
tually, it is not possible to generate a natural sentence in this way. To solve 
this problem, we need more linguistic analysis.
In spite of the free word order characteristic of Turkish, there are some 
grammatical constraints on the word order. If Direct Object is not focused in 
the sentence (12.a), it must be realized as a definite element. If Direct Object is 
an indefinite element (T2.b), it must be adjacent with the process. Otherwise, 
it will be ungrammatical (12.c).
(12) a. Camı Ali kırdı.
window-|-.ACC Ali break+PAST-i-3SG 
'Ali broke the window.’
b. .Ali cam kırdı.
.Ali window+NOM break-fPAST-r3SG 
'Ali broke (a) window.’
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c. * Cam. Ali kırdı.
wiiidow+NOM Ali break+PAST+3SG
- (icfaiilt_word_order
Topic  ^Neutral... Focu.s Predicate ... Background
direct_obj-
—  definite
Word-Order_Re.s_l
Direct Obj'' Predicate 
Focus Process
■ indefinite-
Figure 3.3: A System Network for Word-Order
Figure 3.3 shows a system network that can be used to realize a part of word- 
order restrictions in Turkish.
3.3 Functional Analysis
From the functional perspective, all languages try to realize the common se­
mantic functions with their own grammatical structures and lexical items. Ac­
cording to Halliday, all languages have the following three common metafunc- 
tions:
• Ideational
• Interpersonal
• Textual
These rnetafunctions had already been described in Section 2.2.5. Here, we will 
use more specihe functions given by Halliday for each rnetafunction to describe 
the semantic configuration of a clause.'  ^ Then, we will consider the realization 
of each semantic function in Turkish.
■’ C l a u s e  i s  u s e d  a s  a  c o m m o n  n a m e  f o r  s e n t e n c e ,  o r  s e n t e n c e - l i k e  s t r u c t u r e .  I t  c a n  b e  
d e s c r i b e d  a s  a  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  p a r t i c i p a n t s  a n d  c i r c u m s t a n t i a l s  a r o u n d  a  c e n t r a l  p r o c e . s s .
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3.3.1 Ideational R epresentation
Ideational representation of a clause consists of three functional components: 
p i ' o c e s s ,  p a r t i c i p a n t s ,  and c i r c u m s t a n t i a l s .  Process is the main constituent 
that represents an e v e n t  or a s t a t e .  P artic ipan ts are persons or things involved 
in a process. C ircum stantials are the optional constituents to describe the 
process from different perspective such as time, place, manner etc.
Participants, and Cii'cumstantials are specified with new semantic func­
tions to represent the special meanings, roles oi relations in the clause. The 
specific participant functions depend on the type of process. The t r a m s i t i v i t y  
and e r g a t i v i t y  analysis [14] allow us to classify the processes in the language, 
and to describe the configuration of participants. The specific circumstantial 
functions do not strictly depend on the type of the process. They are optionally 
used to give more information about the process.
In the following sub-sections, we will present the transitiviW and ergativity 
analysis for Turkish. Then, we will consider the realization of participants and 
circumstantials. By the way, the process of a clause is realized by a verbal 
gi'oup presented in Section 3.4.
T ran s itiv ity
Transitivity specifies the different types of processes recognized in the language, 
and determines the participants according to these types. In this vvay, the 
logical relationships between the process and participants ai’e provided. The 
types of processes and their special participants may be classified as follows.
1. M a t e r i a l  p r o c e s s e s  ( p r o c e s s e s  o f  d o i n g )  express the notion that some en­
tity ’kloes” something which may be done “to” some other entity [14]. 
That kind of process contains the following two participants (also shown 
in Table 3.4): A ctor is an obligatory participant that represents the one 
that does the’deed. Goal is an optional participant that represents the 
one that the process is extended to. .'\nother term that may be used for 
this function is p a t i e n t .
The material processes are characterized by the following two semantic 
features: a g e n t i v e  and e f f e c t i v e .  Each of these features may be y e s  or n o
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Ali c^ irni kırdı
Actor. Goal Process
Tcible 3.4: Involved Participants in Material Processes
but both of them can not be no at the same time. Thus, three different 
alternatives appear as shown in Figure 3.4. At each alternative, a distinct
G1
G2
+AGENT
+MEDIUM
AGENT/ACTOR
MEDIUM/GOAL
+MEDIUM
MEDIUM/ACTOR
G3
+AGENT
AGENT/ACTOR
Figure 3.4: Semantic features of the material process
configuration of the participants is used for the realizcxtion. The partici­
pants agent and medium will be described in the ergativity analysis (next 
.section).
2. Mental processes (processes of sensing) express feeling, thinking, and 
perceiving activities of humans. There are two participants in a mental 
process (also illustrated in Table 3.5): Senser is the conscious being 
that feels, thinks or senses. Phenom enon is a thing or a fact that is 
"sensed”-felt, thought or seen.
(13) Çocuklar kitap okumayı severler.
child+3PL book read-bCONV=NOUN+ACC like+AOR-h3PL 
'The children like reading book.’
Mental processes can be divided into three sub-types [14]: Perception 
(seeing, hearing etc.). Affection (liking, fearing etc.). Cognition (thinking.
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Çocuklar kitap okumayı severler
Senser Phenomenon Process
Table 3.5: Involved Participants in Mental Processes
knowing, understanding etc.). All mental processes potenticilly involve 
both a senser and a phenomenon.
3. Relcitiona.1 processes (processes of being) express the way of “being.” The 
central meaning of sentence in this type is that something is. The rela­
tional processes can be classified according to the type of being  ^ and the 
explanation mode of being. The type of being may be one of the follow­
ings [14]:
(1) Intensive
(2) Circumstantial
(3) Pos.sessive
“.r is a”
“a: is at a” 
“a· has a”
a a -d ir  
a a -d a -d ir  
X a-ya s a h ip - t i r
Each type can be explained in two modes [14]:
(a) attributive
(b) identifying
“a is an attribute of .r” 
“a is an identity of .r"
As a result, the six types of relational processes can occur. Each type of 
relational processes may be exemplified as follows. They are also classified 
in Table 3.6 according to the mode and type of being.
(14) a. Bu kitap siyahtır.
this book black4-COP-fAOR-|-3SG 
‘This book is black.’
b. Ali okuldadır.
Ali school+L0C+C0P+A0R-k3SG 
‘Ali is cxt the school.’
c. .Ali ÜÇ kitaba sahiptir.
Ali three book-f-DAT own-t-COP-kAOR-l-dSG 
‘Ali has three books.’
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(IÖ) a. Ali baijkandır.
Ali clıairman+C()P+A0R+3SG 
‘Ali is the chairmah.’
!:>. En iyi yer okuldur.
best place school+C0P+A0R+3SG 
’The best place is the schooL’
c. Ali’nin kitabıdır .
Ali+GEN book+POSS=3SG+COP+AOR+3SG 
‘It is Ali’s book.’
mode of being 
type of being
attributive identifying
Intensive Bu kitap siyahtır. Ali başkandır. 
Başkan Ali’dir.
Circumstantial Ali okuldadır. En iyi yer okuldur. 
Okul en iyi yerdir.
Possessive Ali üç kitaba sahiptir. Ali’nin kitabıdır. 
Kitap Ali’nindir.
Table 3.6: Relational Processes
The special participants for ecich type of relational processes are deter­
mined according to the mode of being. In the attributive mode (illus­
trated in Table 3.7), an attribute is ascribed to some entity [1-1]. Partici- 
pcints in this mode are as follows: C arrie r is an entity to that an attribute 
is ascribed. A ttr ib u te  is a determiner that is ascribed to Carrier. In the
attribute of
Intensive Bu kitap siyah -tır
Circumstantial Ali okul-da -dır
Possessive Ali üç kitaba sahiptir
Participants Carrier .Attribute Process
'Faille 3.7: Attributive Mode in Relational Processes
identifying mode (illustrated in Table 3.8), one entity is used to identify 
another. To represent these two entities, the participants Identifier and
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M asa.n 1 n üzeri ride ÜÇ kitap vardı.
[asanın üzerinde İliç kitap yoktu.
Location Entity P rocess: (e.xis tent i al yes)
Location Entity Process:(existeiitial no)
Tcible 3.9; Participant in E.'cisteutial Process
0. Other types ol process may be recognized in the language such as ver­
bal, behavioral [14]. In this study, we do not deal with these kinds of 
processes.
Ergativity
If the process is “causecP’-ergative, the analysis of the ergativity is required to 
find the following functions as pcirticipants: Agent (the Causer), M edium  
(the Affected). Sometimes Medium is conflated with Actor, sometimes with
Ali camı kırdı
Agent Medium Process
.Actor Goal Process
Cam kırıldı
Medium Process
Actor Process
Table 3.10: Participant Configuration with Ergativity Ancilysis
Goal as shown in Table 3.10. This multidimensional functional treatment and 
the interaction of functions are the key points in the functional approacli to 
generate a text.
In addition, the agent and the actor may be different participants to explain 
the fact that someone (agent) is causing someone else (actor) to ])erforrn the 
process. For instance, in (17), Ali (the agent) was causing Veli (the actor) to 
paint the table.
Cl/) .Ali masayı Veli'ye boyattı.
Ali table-pACC Veli+DAf paint-bCAU.S+PAST+3SG
■.Ali had Veli paint the table.'
■.Ali had the table painted by Veli.’
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lu 'lui'kish, tlic causaliou hierarchy may be more complex. More than one 
ageut-like participants may appear l)etween the agent and the actor to explain 
that someone is causing another, causing another and so on to perform the 
process. For example, an additional participant (Agent-2) is illustrated in
(IS).
1. 8 )  Ali masayı
Veli'ye boyattırdı.
Ali table+ACC
Veli+D.AT paint+CAUS+CAUS+PAST+3SG 
\Ali told Ahmet to have Veli paint the table.'
Ahmet aracılığı ile
Ahmet’s help with
We will not consider more complex causations, because they are not frec[uently 
used in practice.
C om m on P artic ipan ts
Some pcU'ticipants can occur in more than one type of processes. B eneficiary  
( l o g i c a l  i n d i r e c t  o b j e c t )  is the one to whom or for whom the process is done. 
It may occur in: Material proce.sses and Relational processes. R ange ( l o g i c a l  
c o g n a t e  o b j e c t )  is a component that represent the range or scope of the pro­
cess. It may appear in: Material processes and Mental processes. Those two 
participants can be exemplified respectively as follows.
(19) a. .Ali V e l i j j e  bir kitap verdi. (.Beneficiary)
Ali Veli+DAT a book give+PAST+3SG 
AAli gave Veli a book.’
b. -Ali t e n i s  oynuyor. (Range)
Ali tennis+NOM play+PR0G+3.SG 
■.Ali is playing tennis.’
R ealiza tion  of P artic ipan ts
Participants are mapped onto syntactic functions such as .'>abject, d i r e c t - o b j e c t  
e t c . ,  and generally realized by noun groups, and infinitive clauses. In this
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study, tlie semantic Functions given in Table 3.11 are used to represent the 
participants in the different typors of processes.
Process Type Semantic Functions
Material actor, goal, agent, medium 
beneficiary, range
Mental senser, phenomenon, agent
beneficiary, range
Relational -  Attributive carrier, attribute
Relational - Identifying identified, identifier
E.x'istenticil entity
Others -  Verbal, Behavioral a r e  n o t  c o n s i d e r e d
Table 3.11: Participant Configuration in Simple Processes
R ealization of Circumstantials
In contrast to participants, circumstantials are not mapped onto any .syntactic 
functions. They are directly realized by noun groups, post-positional groups 
or ach'erbs in the sentence structure. In this approach, there is no syntac­
tic distinction among several circumstantials. However. Quirk decomposed 
circumstantials (that they call adverbial) into different classes (as shown in 
Figure 3.5 from [38]) according to their syntactic behavior.
Adverbials
integrated 
in c lause structure
Peripheral 
in clause structure
A D J U N C T S
Primariy
n on-connective
D IS JU N C T S
Primariy
con n ect ive
C O N J U N C T S
F igure 3.5: .Adverbials (.Syntactic Classification of Circumstantials)
In this study, we have considered only the circumstantials that are presentei
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in [i-i], and realized by adjuncts [38]. Adjuncts may be one of the following 
grammatical structures: Noun Group (NP), Post-Positional group (PP), Ad- 
verl) Group (AdvG). More information about these units can be found in Sec­
tions 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, respectively. The disjuncts and conjuncts are presented 
in [38]. and most of them are implemented in SURGE 2.0 (see [9, 17]).
Circumstantial functions can be decomposed into seven classes (as shown in 
Table 3.12) according to their functional features. The number of these classes 
may increase by depending on linguistic analysis.
Class Semantic Func. Answer the Ques. Realizations
Spatial direction in what direction? AdvG, PP, NP
distance how far? NP
origin from where? NP
location where? NP
destination to where? NP
path through where? NP, PP
Temporal duration how long? NP, AdvG, PP
frequency how often? AdvG, PP
time when? NP, AdvG, PP
Manner means/instrument how?/what with? NP, PP
quality how ...? NP, AdvG
comparison what like? PP
Cause reason why? PP
purpose what for? PP
behalf who for? PP
Accom-
-pa.niment
comitative A 
comitative -
what/who with/else? PP
but not who/what? NP
additive -f 
additive -
and who/what else? PP
and not who/want? PP
Matter what about? PP
Role what as? PP
Table 3.12: Circumstantials Realized by .Adjuncts
Each circumstantial function given in Table 3.12 can be described, and
exemplihed according to its syntactic realizations as follows.
.. Extent-&-Location in space (Spaticil Functions)
• Direction is a function that represents the direction of the process.
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(20) a. All a § a ( f i y a  koşuyor. (AdvG)
All down run+PR,OCi+3SG 
‘All is running down.’
b. Ali o k u la  d o ğ r u  koşuyor. (PP)
Ali scliool+DAT towards run+PROG+3SG
‘Ali is running towards the school.’
c. Ali t e r s  y ö n ( d ) e  koşuyor. (NP)
Ali opposite direction+DAT/LOC run+PROG+3SG
‘Ali is running at the opposite direction.’
• Distance is a function that represents the distance between start 
and end points of the process.
(21) Ali y e d i  k m  yürüdü. (NP = measure)
Ali seven km walk+PAST+3SG
‘Ali walked seven km-s.’
• Origin is a function that represents a location from where the pro­
cess starts.
(22) Ali o k u l d a n  geldi. (NP-kablative)
Ali school+ABL come+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali came from school.’
• Location is a function that represents a location where the process 
is occurs .
(23) Ali o k i d d a  ders çalışıyor. (NP+locative)
Ali school+LOC study+PROG+3SG
‘Ali is studying at sçhool.’
• Destination is a function that represents a location where the pro­
cess is directed towards.
(24) Ali o k u l a  gitti. (NP+dative)
Ali school+DAT go-fPAST+3SG 
‘.Ali went to school.’
• Path is a function that represents the track or way of the process.
(25) Ali okula p a t i k a  y o l d a n  gitti. (NP-t-ablative)
Ali school+DAT foot-path+ABL go+P.AST+3SG 
‘.Ali went to school via foot-path.’
2. E x t e n t - & : - L o c a t i o n  i n  t i m e  (Temporal Functions)
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• D ura tion  is a function that represents the time during which the 
process continues.
(26) a. İÎÇ gün {boyunca) ders çalıştım. (NP or PP)
three days during study+P.A.ST+lSG 
‘I have studied for three days.’
b. Ali 1980’den b e r i  hastanede çalışıyor. (PP)
Ali 1980+ABL since hospital work+PROG+3SG 
‘Ali has been working at hospital since 1980.’
c. Ali sürekli hikaye kitabı okur. (AdvG)
Ali always story book read4-AOR+3SG 
‘Ali always reads story books.’
• Frequency is a function that represents the repeated or freciuent 
happening of the process.
(27) a. Ali sik sik kütüphaneye gider. (AdvG)
Ali often library+DAT go+.AOR+3SG 
‘Ali often goes to library.’
b. Ali be§ kere telefon etti. (PP)
Ali five time phone+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali phoned five times.’
• T im e is a function that represents the time of the process.
(28) a. Ali okula dün gitti. (AdvG)
Ali school+DAT yesterday go+P.AST+3SG 
‘Ali went to school yesterday.’
b. Ben 197Kde doğdum . (NP+locative)
I 1971+LOC born+PAST+lSG
‘I was born in 1971.’
c. Saat 5 ’den önce iki elma yedim. (PP)
5 o’clock+ABL before two apple eat+PAST+LSG 
‘I ate two apples before 5 o’clock.’
•3. Manner indicates the way or style of doing something. They are called 
Process .Adjuncts in [38]. They may be specified as follows.
• M eans represents a method or instrument that is used to do some­
thing.
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(29) Ali mektubu uçakla gönderdi. (NP + instrumental) 
Ah lettei'-(-AGC plane-i-INS send-f-PAS I'-)-iSG
‘Ali sent the letter by air mail.'
• Q uality  explciins how the proces.s is performed. It is genercilly re­
alized by adverb groups.
(30) Ali mektubu dikkatsizce \uxzdi. (.Adx'G)
Ali letter-bACC carelessly write-f-P.AST+lSG 
‘Ali wrote the letter carelessly.’
• C om parison explains what the process looks like.
(31) Su buz (jibi soğuktu. (PP)
water ice like cold-l-COP-|-PAST-t-3SG 
‘Water was cold like ice.’
-1. Cause explains what caused to do something. It can be decomposed into 
the following three sub-categories.
• R eason represents why the process is performed.
(32) Soğuk havadan
maç ertelendi. (PP)
cold weather+ABL because of
match postponed-PASS+P.AST-b3SG
‘The match was postponed because of the cold weather.’
■· P u rp o se  represents for what reason the process is performed.
(33) Ders çahşmak için kütüphaneye gittim. (PP)
study+CONV=NOUN+NOM for library-fDAT go+PAST+lSG 
‘I went to librciry to study.’
• B ehalf represents for whom the process is performed.
(34) Oğlu için bir araba aldı. (PP)
S 0 1 1 -I -3 S P  for a car buy-|-PAST-r3.SG 
‘He bought a car for his son.’
Accompaninıent is someone/something that represents the meaning 'and',
‘or', ‘not’ as circumstantial. It is a form of joint participants in the pro­
cess.
• C om ita tive  “represents the process as a single instance of a process, 
although one in which two entities are involved” [14].
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(35) +. Ahmet AH He (birlikte) geldi. (PP)
Ahmet Ali with come+PAST+3SG
‘.Ahmet came with Ali.’
-. Ali okula şemsiyesiz gitti. (NP + privative)
.Ali school+DAT umbrella+PRIV go+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali went to school without an umbrella.’
• A dditive “repre-sents the process as two instance; here both enti­
ties clearly share the same participant function, but one of them 
presented circumstantially for the purpose of contrast” [14].
(36) +. Ali gibi Veli’de geldi. (PP)
Ali as well as VelH-LOC come+PAST+3SG 
‘Veli came as well as Ali.’
-. A li’nin yerine Veli geldi. (PP)
Ali 4-GEN instead of Veli come4-P.A.ST4-3SG 
‘Veli carne instead of Ali.’
6. Mcitter expliiins the subject or topic about which the process is per­
formed.
(37) Sınav hakkında ne dedi? (PP)
examination about what say4-PAST-|-3SG 
‘what did he say about the examination?’
7. Role represents the meaning of ’be’ (attribute or identity) in the form of 
a circumstance.
(38) Oraya bir öğrenci o/ft r«Â; gideceğim. (PP/AdvG) 
there a student as go4-FUT4-3SG
‘I will go there as a student.’
3,3.2 Interpersonal R epresentation
Interpersonal rnetafunction expresses the relationship between the speaker and 
the listener (pre.sented in SecTuon 3.2.1). Interpersonal metafunction can be 
specified as follows:
tense (primary time-iime & secondary time-moc/e)
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• polarity (positive or negative)
• mood (declarative, interrogative etc.)
• description of the process (POT, APP, DUR or HASTE)
In Turkish, these functions are realized in the verbal group. For tliat rea­
son. more information about them is presented in Section 3.4. The values of 
these functions may be extracted from very abstract information. Flowever, 
we assume that text planner produces their grammatical values in our current 
i m p lenient at io n.
3.3.3 T extual R epresentation
Textual metafunction presents the ideational and interpersonal information as 
text in context. In the syntactic level, “S 0  V” may be given as a default or­
der. I-Iowever, in the semantic level, the ideational and interpersonal functions 
are ordered according to their conflation with the following specified textual 
functions:
T o p i c  N e u t r a l  · ■ ■ F o c u s  P r o c e s s  B a c k g r o u n d
T hem e Rhem e
These functions and some grcimmatical constraints have already been presented 
in Section 3.2.-I.
3.4 Verbal Group
A verbal group is constructed on a lexical element called base that can be a 
rcrh or a nominal gT'oupP In (39.a) and (39.l)j. those kinds of verbal groups 
are respectively exemplified.
(39) a. Gitrneyecefjim.
go+NEG+FUT+lSG
A d j e c t i v e s  a n d  n o u n s  a r e  n o m i n a l  g r o u p s  i n  T u r k i s h .
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Base+suIIixes 
"I will not iio.’
b. G ü z e l  ( le i j iU lir .
beautiful NegNoun+A0R+C0P+3SG
Base NegNoun+sufExes 
"It is not beautiful.’
The base is the single lexical element that is given for the formation of a 
verbal group. The other lexical elements such as d eğ il, mi, ol and the relevant 
sufl&xes. the components of the verbal group, are determined and organized by 
the systemic-functional grarnmcir to express appropriate meanings. So, this 
section presents the possible structures of the verbal groups and their internal 
organization in Turkish [2, 23].
There are more than one grammatical structure of the verbal groups to ex­
press many distinct meanings. Fortunately, they may be generalized according 
to the type of base [ n o m i n a l  g r o u p ,  v e r b )  and the m ood [ f i n i t e ,  n o n - f i n i t e ) . 
The selected features from these two systems [ t y p e - o f - b a s e  and m o o d )  deter­
mine the appropriate structure for the verbal group. The selected features 
from the other systems in Figure 3.7 given in Section 3.4.2 organize the inter­
nal structure of the verbal group. As a result, the following general structures 
can occur: ’
• if base is a v e r b  and m ood is f i n i t e
This case is selected to realize the p r o c e s s  of a verbal sentence, or question. 
The type of the process can be material or mental. The structure of verbal 
groups for this case is shown in Table 3.13.*^  There exists two distinct 
components of the verbal group for interrogative sentences (questions): 
base and in terrogative  tag. The M o d e ,  P e r s o n ,  and N u m b e r  are added 
to base or in terrogative tag  depending on the selected values of these 
functions.
■"'Tlie  s t r u c t u r e s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  i n  t h e  t a b u l a r  f o r m s .  T h e  c e n t e r  r o w  o f  t l i e  t a b l e  d e s c r i b e s  
r h e  r e q u i r e d  f u n c t i o n a l  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  v e r b a l  g r o u p  i n  a  g r a m m a t i c a l  o r d e r .  T h e  t o p  r o w s  
o f  t h e  t a b l e  g i v e  e . x a m p l e s ,  a n d  b o t t o m  r o w s  p r e s e n t  t h e i r  g r a m m a t i c a l  v a l u e s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
.V l l  p o s s i b l e  v a l u e s  o f  e a c h  e l e m e n t  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  T a b l e  4 . 4  g i v e n  i n  ( ' J h a p t e r  4 .
' V F  s t a n d s  f o r  V o i c e  F r a m e ;  P o l  f o r  P o l a r i t y ;  D V  f o r  D e s c r i p t i v e  V e r b ;  D P  f o r  D e s c r i p t i v e  
P o l a r i t y  . V I - P - N  f o r  .X ' lo d e ,  P e n s o n ,  a n d  N u m b e r ;  P o t  f o r  P o t e n t i a l ;  P o s  f o r  P o s i t i v e ;  N e g  f o r  
• N e g a t i v e .
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sev
yaz -dir
-ebil -rnelisiu
-acak
Base VF Pol DV DP Finite
Verb Pos Pot Pos
Verb Pos none Pos
Voice Frame
nil -y-cli
Interr-Tag M-P-N
none 
yes-no
-dir
Subj-Obj-rel Transition Voice
none
none
none 
Trans 1
-Active
Active
-meli
-acak -dl
-sin
Time Mode Person Number
Necess none Second Sing-
Future Past Third Sing
Finite
Table 3.13: The Structure of Finite Verba) Group from Verb
(40) a. Arkaclaşlarını sevebilrndisin.
friend+3PL+2PP+ACC love+POT+NECES+2SG 
‘You ought to be able to love your friends.’
b. Ali mektubu yazdıracak mıydı?
Ali letter+3SG+ACC write+CAUS+FUT Ques+PAST+3SG 
MVas Ali going to have the letter writtenV
• if base is a verb and m ood is non-finite
The structure of finite verbal group of a verbal sentence (given above) can 
be used in this case by replacing the finite with a non-finite element. A 
non-finite verbal group realizes the process of a clause that may be used 
as a noun (infinitive), adjective (participle) or adverb (adverbicil). .As a 
result, the structure for this ca.se is given in Table 3.14.
(41) a. Birisi
sevilmek
t ar alindan 
güzeldir, 
someone by
love+PASS+CONV=NOUN nice+COP+AOR+.3SG 
‘ To be loved by someone is nice.’
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Sev
Oku
Ko:5
-il -mek
-yacak
-arak
Base Voice Frame Pohirity Desc-Verb DP Non-Finite
Verb Pos none mek (noun)
Verb Pos none ecek (adjective)
Verb Pos none arak (adverb)
Table 3.14: The Structure of Non-Finite Verbal Group from Verb
b. Mektupu o k u y a c a k
adam gelmedi.
letter+3SG+ACC read+CONV=AD.J 
man+NOM come+NEG+PAST+3SG
‘The man w h o  w o u l d  r e a d  the letter did not come.’
c. .Ali okula k o ş a r a k  gitti.
Ali school+DAT run+CONV=APV go+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali went to school b y  r u n n i n g . ’
if base is a n o m i n a l  g r o u p  and m ood is f i n i t e
This case is selected to realize the r e l a t i o n a l  p r o c e s s e s  that express the 
way of "being.” Here, the base is a nominal group that may be an 
attribute or identifier in a nominal sentence or ciuestion. The type of 
"being” may be intensive, circumstantial, or possessive. According to its 
type, the base may take some sufii.xes such as locative and possessive 
before the formation of the verbal group. In the generation of a verbal 
group, we assume that the base is a lexical element, and the recpaired 
suffi.xes or the distinct elements are determined by the systemic grammar 
to expre.ss the appropriate meanings. This case involves two types of 
grammatical structures. One of them is selected to realize a relational 
process by depending on the value of the T i m e .  In the first structure 
shown in Table 3.15, a s u b s t a n t i v e  ( p r e d i c a t i v e )  verb like an auxiliary 
verb is attached to base to demonstrate the "to I)e” meaning of the 
p r o c e s s .  In addition, a distinct element called neg-noun is located after 
base to express the negative meaning. In the second structure shown 
in Table 3.16, an auxiliary verb “olmak” appears as a separate element 
after the base. If the value of T i m e  is A o r i s t ,  P a s t ,  N a r r ,  or C o n d  then 
the first structure is selected, otherwise the .second one is selected.
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Öğretmen -dir
Öğretmen -
Öğretmen -
Ba.se Finite
Noun substantive
Noun -
Noun -
değil -dir
Pol Finite
Pos
Neg
Pos
subst...
mi -dir
Interr-Tag Finite
none 
none 
yes-no subst...
Table 3.15: The Structure of Finite Verbal Group from Nominal Group (1)
(42) a. 0  bir ö ğ r e t m e n d i r .
He a teacher+COP+AOR+3SG 
Tie i s  a  t e a c h e r . '
b. 0  bir ö ğ r e t m e n  d e ğ i l d i r .
He a teacher not+COP+AOR+3SG 
‘He i s  n o t  a  t e a c h e r . '
c . 0  bir ö ğ r e t m e n  r n i d i r l
He a teacher Ques+COP+AOR+3SG 
‘/.s he a t e a c h e r T
Öğretmen
Base
Noun
olmayacaktı
Aux:verbal-group, moockfinite
Table 3.16: The Structures of Finite Verbal Group from Nominal Group (2)
(43) a. Ali ö ğ r e t m e n  o l m a y a c a k t ı .
Ali teacher be+NEG+FUT+PAST+3SG 
‘Ali luas n o t  g o i n g  to  be a  t e a c h e r . '
• if base is a n o m i n a l  g r o u p  and mood is n o n - J i m t e
In this case, the same structure in Table 3.16 is used by changing the 
value of the mood of auxiliary verb with n o n - j i n i t e .
(44) a. yazar olmak
writer be+CONV=NOUN 
‘to be a writer’
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b. yazar olan
writer be+CONV=ADJ 
‘(someone) who is a writer’
c. yazar olarak
writer be+CONV=ADV 
‘as a writer’
3.4.1 T he E lem ents in the Verbal Group
Base is tlie main element of the verbal group. It may be a verb or a nominal 
group.
Voice Frame determines the different states of Subject and Direct Object in 
the sentence.
• According to Subject-Object-Relation (Subj-Obj-rel)
If the effect of the process is on the person or thing that does it, 
subj-obj-rel is called reflexive (subject and object are same). If two 
participants do the same thing to each other, subj-obj-rel is called 
reciprocal (subject and object are mutual).
• According to Direct Object (Transition)
If the process involves another person or thing (direct object) that 
the process affects, this process is called transitive otherwise'it is 
called intransitive. Flere we defined a function that named lex- 
transition to represent the transitive or intransitive feature of the 
given lexical verb. This value is obtained from the lexicon as an 
input for the verbal group.
.An intransitive verb can be made transitive by using one of causative 
suffixes (-t, -Ir, -tUr, -dir, -er, -ert) in Turkish. In addi­
tion. a transitive verb can be made transitive again cincl again in 
higher degrees by using the same suffixes. These transformations are 
reciuired to explain the causative relations' between the participants 
of a clau.se. The order of causative suffixes and their functions [39] 
are presented in Table 3.17.
The systemic-grammar determines the required transformations at 
the clau.se level and uses them in the realization of the Process. We
' S u b j e c t  c a u s e s  s o m e t h i n g  t o  b e  d o n e  b y  s o m e o n e  e l s e .
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verb c a Í L s a t i V e fi t n c t i o /1 s
transitive agentive intensive
intransitive -dir~-t
it-1 L
-ir
-er~-ert
-dlr~-t -dlr~-t
transitive
Table 3.17: The Order of the Causative Suffixes and their Functions
have defined a transition  function to represent these transforma­
tions in the verbal group.
Theoretically, there is no restriction on the transition degree of a 
verb. However, the listener and speaker may lose the the information 
in the clause after three transitions. So, the clauses that involve max 
three transitions are considered in this study.
• According to Subject (Voice)
Many actions involve two participants-one that performs the action 
and the other one is affected by the action. These kinds of actions 
are called transitive above. Any one of these participants can be the 
subject in the clause. If we want to focus on the participant that is 
the performer of the action, we make it the subject, and we use the 
active form of the verb (45.b). Otherwise, the affected participant 
is made the subject of the verb, and its passive form (45.b) is used.
(45) a. Ali camı kırdı, (active)
Ali window-f ACC break-|-PAST-|-3SG 
‘Ali broke the window.’ 
b. Cam Ali tarafından kırıldı, (passive)
window Ali by break-j-PASS-f-PAST-l-3SG
‘The window was broken by Ali.’
Polarity , and Descriptive Polarity
These two polarities explain the positive and negative siuises of the main 
and descriptive verb, respectively.
D escrip tive  Verb is a verb that is added to the stem of the main verb to 
explain the descriptive meanings of the process. The main verb and 
Descriptive verb may be positive or negative sense but only one of them
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can be negative at the same time. There are four types of descriptive 
verbs:
• Potential Verb (-bilmek, -Amam) explains whether something is 
possible or not.
(-16) a. Mehmet gelebilirdi.
Mehmet come-|-POT-)-PAST-b3SG 
‘Mehmet was able to come.’
b. Ycirin okula gelemeyeceğim, (not eq. gelmeyeceğim)
tomorrow school+DAT come+POS-|-POTneg+FUT-MSG 
‘Tomorrow I will not be able to come to school.’
• Verb of Haste (-A(y), -I(y) -f -ver)
(47) Mektubu yazıverdim.
letter+ACC write+HASTE+PAST+lSG 
‘I immediately wrote the letter.’
• Durative Aspect (-A(y) + -durmak, -kalmak, -gelmek etc.)
(48) Sen masayı temizleyedur.
you table+ACC clean+DUR+IMP+2SG 
'Keep on cleaning the table.’
• Approximative Verb (-A -f -yaz)
(49) dü.şeyazdım.
fall+APP+PAST+lSG 
‘I was about to fall down.’
Finite is an element that includes the following functions into verbal group.
• Time Primary time
• Mode Secondary time
• Person Third Second First
• Number Singular Plural
• Interr-Tag In the polar questions, the interrogative tag [ml/mU) 
liecornes a distinct part of the finite verbal group.
(.50) a. Onlar geliyorlar mı!
they come-|-PROG+3PL Ques 
‘Are they coming?’
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b. Siz geliyor musunuzl
you come+PROG Ques+2PL 
‘Are you corning?’
The positions of the elements: Mode, Person, and Number are 
changed according to their values. For e.xample, if Person is third 
(50.a), the Mode, Person, and Number are added to main verb. 
However, if Time is progressive and Person is second (50.b), person 
and number are added to Interr-Tag.
A uxiliary  Verb is a verb that is combined with a noun or a noun group to 
make a process fi'om that noun. The combination of noun and au.xiliary 
verb is used as Base in the verbal group. In Turkish, the most used 
auxiliary verbs may be ordered as follows. But, we only consider the 
auxiliary verb “olmak” (to be) in the implementation.
• Olmak is used to explain a state or relation.
(51) a. Mehmet öğretmen olmalıydı.
Mehmet teacher be+NEC+PAST+3SG 
‘Mehmet should have been a teacher.’
• Etmek/Eylemek/Kilmak are used to explain different actions.
(52) Bu evi biz in.§a ettik.
this house+3SP+ACC we build+PAST+3PL 
‘We built this house.’
N egative-N oun (Turkish word değil) is used to represent the negative mean­
ing of the nominal verbal group.
N on-F in ite  is used to generate a non-finite verbal group that realizes the pro­
cess of a non-finite clause. This element is a particular suffix that provides 
the conversation from verb to noun, adjective, or adverb. The non-finite 
element is determined by the type of the non-finite clause. There are 
three types of non-finite clauses: infinitive, participle, adverbial. The 
possible non-finite suffixes can be listed as shown in Table 3.18.
3.4.2 S ystem  Network of Verbal Group
In Figure 3.6, if we select the clause feature from the rank system, SFG intro­
duces the proce.ss as a function of the clause, and then realizes it as a verbal
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Type Conversion to Suffixes
Infinitive noun -inek, -me,
Participle adjective -dik, -IUİ.Ş, -digi (past)
-en, -()r, -mez (present)
-ecek,-ceği (future)
.Adverbial adverb -ip, -ken, -erek, -ince ...
Table 3.18: Non-finite .Suffixes
group by re-entering the network. The selection of a feature from each sys-
1
\
rank
clause
groups
word ...
Process:: verbal-group
noun-group  
adverbial-group  
verbal-group
system  netw ork o f  
verbal-group
Figure 3. 6: The Place of Verbal Group in SFG
tem. and the representation of realization rules depend on the implementation 
formalism. So. these issues will be considered in Chapter 4.
The required systems, the realization rules, and the appropriate context of 
each system in the linguistic description of the verbal group are determined 
and organized by using the analysis in the previous section. As a result, the 
system network given in Figure 3.7 is constructed.
In the network, only the systems and their appropriate contexts are dis­
played to express the basic linguistic description of the verbal groups. Because 
of this simplification, more specific rules and relations are not displayed in the 
network. However, they are considered and handled in the implementation.
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Figure 3.7: A System Network for Verbal Groups in Turkish
3.5 N oun Group (N P )
Noun Group (noun phrase-NP) is a grammatical unit that contains at least 
a noun called HEAD, and its modifiers.^ The modifiers express the various 
types of the information ¿rbout the head noun, but do not change its semantic 
features. Indeed, the semantic features of the hetid noun also belong to the 
entire NP [11]. Thus, the NP can be interpreted as an expansion of the head 
noun.
' ^ H e r e ,  m o d i f i e r  r e p r e s e n t  a l l  k i n d  o f  e l e m e n t s  t h a t  d e t e r m i n e ,  d e s c r i b e ,  m o d i f y ,  o r  c l a s . s i f y  
t h e  h e a d  n o u n .
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The hccid noun can be a common noun, a proper noun, or a pronoun. 
According to this choice, the head noun is modified by different grammatical 
functions that may be interpreted as the constituents of the NP. The gen­
eral grammatical functions that expand the head noun can be described as 
follows [Tf]r’
H ead  (Thing)
D e te rm in e r (Deictic & Numerative) indicates whether a subset of the head 
noun is specific or not, and expresses the numerical features of the head.
D esc rib e r (Epithet) indicates the subjective and objective properties of the 
head noun.
C lassifier (Classifier) indicates a particular subclass of the head noun.
Q ualifiers (Qualifiers) indicate the characteristics of the head noun like the 
previous elements of the NP, but “the characterization here is in terms of 
some process within which the thing (head noun) is, directly or indirectly, 
a participant” [14]. They may be realized by a participle clause, or an 
oblique noun group.
These grammatical functions can be divided into more specific sub-functions. 
In the following sections, the specific functions and their partial orders will be 
considered and exemplified. Most of these functions can not be used if the 
head noun is a pronoun or a proper noun. However, all of them can be used 
with common nouns. Thus, to consider all functions, we assume that the hecid 
noun is common; and the pronoun and the proper noun phrases only consists 
of unmodified pronoun and proper noun, respectively.
"■’T h e  g r a m m a r  b o o k s  u s e  d i f f e r e n t  n a m e s  f o r  t h e s e  f u n c t i o n s .  I n  t h i s  d o c u m e n t ,  w e  u s e  
t h e  n a m e s  i n  t h e  t r a d i t i o n a l  a n d  t h e  f u n c t i o n a l  g r a m m a r s  t o g e t h e r .  T h e  i t a l i c  n a m e s  á r e  
u s e d  i n  t h e  f u n c t i o n a l  g r a m m a r  b y  H a l l i d a y .
cu.  VPTER. T [ 'R K I S H  G R A ^IMA R r>l:
3.5.1 D eterm in er
Determiner is clecoinposecl into following elernents:^^
Spe c i f i c  n o n - sp e c i f i c
■ ' l l  ^   ^  ^  ^ ^
Possessor Demxmstratvve ns Deictic ■ ■ ■ Ordinal Quantitative ■ ■ ■ HeadPostPet
Deict ic N  umerat iue T hing
D eictic  elements can be classified into two groups: specific or non-specific. 
They are presented in Table 3.19 and 3.20, respectivel}^
Determinative Interrogative
Demonstrative bu ŞU o hangi
Possessive
(Possessor)
benim senin onun 
bizim sizin onların 
Ali’nin
kimin
hangi (adarn)m
Table 3.19: Specific Deictic
Singular Plural Mass
additional
(addDet)
no
yes başka, diğer başka
total
(nsDet)
none
positive her bütün
negative hiçbir
partial
(nsDet)
no
yes (herhangi) bir bazı biraz
Table 3.20: Non-Specific Deictic
Possessor indicates the owner of the head noun, and is realized by a noun 
phrase that is marked with genitive case. In addition, the agreement of 
the possessor and the possessive of the head noun must be same, and it 
is enforced by the grammar. Possessor specifies the head noun in two 
mutually e.xclusive types: Determinative (53.a) or Interrogative (53.b).
^ ° T h e  e l e m e n t s  a r e  r e p r e . s e n t e d  i n  p a r t i a l  o r d e r :  T h r e e  d o t s  r e p r e s e n t  t h a t  d i f f e r e n t  f u n c ­
t i o n s  m a y  b e  l o c a t e d .
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(53) a. Ali'nin kitapları
Ali+3SG+ GEN book+3PL+3SP+ NOM 
‘All's books’
b. Kimin kitapları
who+3SG+GEN book+3PL+3SP+NOM 
‘Whose books’
D em o n stra tiv e  indicates a particular subset of the head noun according to 
the distance between the speaker and the specified thing, and is realized 
by a demonstrative adjective. If distance is near, far, or too-far, the 
demonstrative will be bu, şu, or o. In contrast to English, there is 
no plural form of demonstrative adjectives in Turkish (54.a and 54.b). 
Demonstrative also specifies the head noun in two mutually exclusive 
types: Determinative (54.a and 54.b) or Interrogative (54.c).
(54) a. Ş'U kitap
that book+3SG4-NOM 
‘That book’
b. Şu kitaplar
that book+3PL+N0M 
‘Those books’
c. Hangi kitap
which book+3PL+N0M 
‘which book’
ns-D eictic  indicates the sense of all, none, or some unspecified subset of head 
noun, and it is realized by non-specific determiners (given in Table 3.20). 
ns-Deictic can be decomposed into following elements:
addDet nsDet
ns—Deict ic
(55) a. Başka bir kitap
another a book-t-3SG-f NOM 
‘another book’
b. Diğer bütün kitaplar
other all book-|-3PL-t-NOM 
‘other books'
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N u m era tiv e  is either quantity or order, either exact or inexact as shown in 
Table 3.21.
Ordinal exact birinci, ikinci
inexact Önceki, sonraki
Quantitative
num-Seq
exact Ccirdincil bir, iki
distributive İkişer, üçer
fraction 5 / 4
inexact indefinite (quantifier) az, çok
fuzzy rnin en az (exact num)
approx yaklaşık (exact num )
max en çok (exact num)
range üç beş.
Quantitative
partitive
measure number (value) adet, tane
length (value) (unit)
area (value) (unit)
volume (value) (unit)
container (container) dolusu
weight (value) (unit)
typical (value) parca, dilim
Table 3.21: Numeratives
O rd inal indicates the place of the head noun in order, and is realized by 
ordinative adjectives. It expresses either an exact place (56.a) in order 
or an inexact place (56.b).
(56) a. Birinci rnasa
first tableT3SG+N0M 
First table’
b. Sonraki masa
next table+3SG+N0M 
'Next table’
Q u an tita tiv e  expresses the numerical and partitive features of the head noun. 
Quantitative is decomposed into following elements:
nurnSeq partitive
Quantitative
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num Seq indicates the exact (57.a) or inexact (57.b) numerical features, 
and is realized by nurnerative expressions (given in Table 3.2İ).
(57) a. Вея masa
five table+.3SG+N0M 
‘Five tables'
b. Ё71 fazla üç masa
maximum three table+3SG+N0M 
‘Maximum three tables’
p a rtitiv e  indicates the expression of ciuantity by means of partitive (58) 
(given in Table 3.21).
(58) Beş kilo elma
five kilo apple+3SG+N0M 
‘Five kilos of apple’
P o s t-D e t can be one of the elements in Table 3.22. The head noun is marked 
with genitive case.
! type of post-det value example
' total positive ’nm hep+si
negative ’nm hiçbir+i
multiplier ’nin (value) kat+i
fraction ’nm (numerator)+de (denuinerator)+ii
partitive
I
’nm 5 kilosu 
’nm ikisi /  üçü ...
Table 3.22: Post Determiners
(59) Elmanın beş kilosu
apple+3SG+GEN five kilo+3SG+3.SP+NOM 
■Five kilos of apple'
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3.5.2 D escriber
Describe!· is decomposed into following elements:
Opinion Fact
Attitude · · · Quality · · ■ Head
Epithet  Thing
A ttitu d e  expresses the subjective property of the head noun, and is realized 
by an adjective. In order, it tends to precede numerative (60).
(60) Şu sevimli iki kız
that lovely two girl+3SG+NOM 
■those lovely two girls’
Q uality  is also decomposed into following elements that express the objective 
properties of the head noun:
age size color ■ ■ ■ madeOf Head
In general, the objective describers (age, size, color) are located be­
tween determiner and classifier (61).
(61) Benim eski siyah çantam
my old black bag+3SG-l-lSP-t-NOM
A'ly old black bag’
m adeO f indicates what the head noun is made of, and is realized by a 
material noun. It precedes the head noun immediately, and it is used 
mutually exclusive with classifier.
(62) siyah tahta masa
black wood table-j-3SG-|-NOM 
‘black wood table’
Describers may accept the following degrees of comparison: Similarity (63.a). 
Comparative (63.b), Superlative (63.c).
(63) a. Ta.ş kadar sert yürek
rock as hard heart-|-.3SG-t-NOM 
‘Heart as hard as rock’
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b. Ta§dan daha sert yürek 
rock+ABL more; hard heart+3SG+NOM 
'Heart harder tlian rock’
c. En (jiizel kiz
most beautiful girI+3SG+NOM 
‘The most beautiful girl’
3.5 .3  Classifier
Classifier is realized by a nominal group (64) that represents a particular sub­
class.
(64) yazılım aracı
software tool-|-3SG+3SP-fNOM 
‘software tool’
It precedes the head immediately:
Classifier Head
•Sometimes the same word (an adjective) may be used either as a describer 
or as a classifier, with a difference in meaning: e.g. fast train may mean 
‘'train that goes fast” {fast - describer) or "train classified as express” [fast = 
classifier) [14]. There is no sharp line between these two grammatical functions, 
but there are significant differences [14]:
• Classifiers do not accept degrees of comparison or intensity,
• Classifiers tend to be organized in mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets,
• Describers can be u.sed as the complement of the he clause, but classifiers 
cannot [40].
3.5 .4  Qualifiers
Qualifiers are realized by prepositional phrases or clauses, and located after 
the head noun in English. However, the order of qualifiers in Turkish NPs is
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determined according to the Function of the qualifier. If it .specifies the head 
noun, it is located at the beginning of the NP. If it describes the head noun, it 
is located between the determiner and the describer, and so on. In ciddition, 
the qualifiers in Turkish NPs are realized by oblique noun phrases (65), or 
uon-finite clauses (66).
(Qualifiers can be decomposed into more specific functions that specify, de­
scribe or classify the head noun from different perspectives. They can be 
described, and relatively ordered as follows:
qualset ■ · · qualclesc · · · qualloc ■ ■ ■ possession ■ · · Head
Thi ng
qual-set expresses the superset of the head noun. It is realized by NP which 
is plural and in ablative case.
(65) Öğrencilerden Ali 
student+3PL+ABL Ali 
‘Ali among the students’
qual-desc expresses some properties of the head noun in a process. It is 
realized by a participle clause.
(66) Okxda giden çocuk
school+DAT go+CONV=AD.I child+3SG+NOM 
‘The child who goes to school’
qual-loc expresses the spatial or temporal location of the head noun. It may 
be realized by NP (67.a-b) or .AdvG (67.c) that takes the +ki relative 
suffix. In addition, the NP must be in locative case.
(67) a. Okiddaki çocuk (spatial)
school+LOC-fR.EL=AD.J child+3SG+NOM 
‘The child (who is) at the school’
b. 192Hdeki savaş (temporal)
1921 + LO(y+REL=AD.J war+3S(J-fNOM 
‘The war in 1921'
c. Dünkü film (temporal)
yesterday+REL=AD.J filrn+3SG+NOM 
‘The film yesterday’
e  a  A P i iA i  3. t i ' R k î s i i  rniA m m . \ ii (il
possession expresses what belongs or what does not belong to the head noun. 
To explain the positive or iu;gative pos,session, it is realized by NP which 
is in munitive (+11) or privative (+sIZ) case, respectively.
(68) a. Kırmızı şapkalı kız
red hat+MUN girl+3SG+N0M 
"The girl with red hat’
b. Kırmızı şapkasız kız
red hat+PRIV girl+3SG+N0M 
‘The girl without red hat’
3.5.5 System  Network of N oun Group
Noun groups are used to realize severed functions in the clauses. For the lin­
guistic description of a noun group, the required systems, and their appropriate 
contexts are presented cis a system network in Figure 3.8.
3.6 P ost—Positional Group (P P )
Post-positional Group (PP) hcis a simple structure that consists of an NP or 
infinitive, and a postposition particle:
NP PostPos^
particle
Particles are closed class of words such as göre (according to), doğru (to­
wards), sonra (after) etc. A particle cannot refer to any concept but it 
provides to construct the relationships between the NP and the other con­
stituents. Each particle may enforce the NP to be in a particuhir case. Ac­
cording to this feature, particles are divided in to four classes that the NP is in 
nominal case ( iç in , kadar, g ib i), dative case (göre, k a r ş ı ,  doğru), ab­
lative case (sonra, önce, başka), or the partide is caso'-rnarked (ön, arka, 
ta ra fın d a n ) [2]. This feature of the particle can be provided from the lexicon. 
Each of them can be e.xemplified as follows.
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cat
animate
common 
proper 
pronoun 
ye s ---------[_
no ■ £
sender
countabilit}
—  neuter 
masculine
—  feminine
—  countable-
person
non-person
natural
artifact
plural
person
mass
third
second
definite
__  first
-  yes
specific
diminutive.
no
no
yes
none
interrogative
L
dear 
pity
no
yes-no
syntax
case
-  nominative
-  accisative
-  dative 
ablative
_  genitive
numbeiT
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Figure 3.8: A System Network for Noun Group in Turkish
(69) a. Kardeşi için okula gitti.
brother+3SP for school+DAT go+PAST+3SG 
‘He went to school for his brother.’·
b. Ali'ye yöre  ^ dünya yuvarlak değildir.
Ali+DAT according to world round NegNoun+COP+AOR+3SG 
‘According to Ali, the world is not round.’
c. Sınavdan sonra kütüphaneye gittim,
e.xarnination-hABL alter library+3SG+DAT go+PASr+lSCi 
‘I went to the library after the examination.’
en .  { PTKR TURKISH CRA MM AR (A
d. .[rabnmn önünde iki çocuk vardı.
car+GEN front+:kSP+LOC two child e.-cisteut+COP+PAST+MSG 
'There are two children in front of the car.’
PPs are used as adjuncts that realize the particular circumstantial functions 
ill the clause (presented in Section 3.3).
3.7 Adverb Group (A dvG )
.Adverb Group (AdvG) is used in the realization of several circumstantial func­
tions that were illustrated in Section 3.3. The main constituent of an adverb 
group, Flead, is an adverb that gives more information about when, how, where, 
or in what circumstances something happens or is done [14, 38]. In an adverb 
group, there may be additional modifiers to modify the head adverb. In the im­
plementation, we have used a simple structure that contains only one modifier 
for the adverb group.
Alodifier Head^
adverb
The modifier is also an adverb including the comparative daha (more), and the 
superlative en (most) forms.
(70) Daha yava.ş konuşmalısın.
more slowly speak-|-NECES-|-2SG 
'You must speak more slowly.’
.According to the modification function, adverbs can be decomposed into several 
classes [2]:
• verification (e v e t, h ay ır , gerçekten)
• quantitive (az, çok)
quality (duru, ince, uzun)
place (a şağ ı, yukarı, d ış a r ı)—place adverbs may take case suffix as 
shown in (71).
(71) Seni dışarıda bekliyorum.
you+ACC outside+LOC wait+PROG+lSG 
‘I am wa.itiug for you outside.’
• temporal (dün, sonra, önce)
• frequency (daima, bazen, s ık  sık)
• manner (h ız l ıc a , sessizce)
( 'll. V PTER TURKISH GRA MM A R
In the implementation, we have not considered the grammatical restrictions 
on adverb classes. We assume that the correct adverbs are given to realize the 
relevant circumstantial functions.
C hapter 4
Im plem entation
In order to develop a text generfitor with the Systemic-Functional Grammar, 
we need to implement the linguistic descriptions (system networks and realiza­
tion rules) in a computational environment. For this purpose, we use the FUF 
te.xt generation system, and its functional unification (FUG) ¿ind typed feature 
formalisms. In FUG framework, a data structure called functional description 
(FD) is handled. .A.n FD is a list of pairs that each pair has an attribute 
name and value. Since we use the FUG formalism in the implementation [25], 
we need to translate the system network into this formalism. A system of 
the system network can be translated into disjunction of FDs, where each FD 
corresponds to an alternative in that system [20, 26]. Realization rules and 
relations between the systems are also translated into attribute-value pairs. 
This process is described by Kasper as an algorithm that translates SFG into 
FUG (for more information [20, 26]). In addition, FUF provides a typed fea­
ture formalism to implement the mutual exclusion, and hierarchical relations 
in SFG [3, 6, 21].
In this chapter, we present the basic architecture of the text generation 
system, and its implementation for Turkish. Then, we re-corisider the lin­
guistic descriptions and decisions in the generation of the major grammatical 
units such as clause, verbal group, noun group. These grammatical units have 
already been analyzed in the previous chapter.
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4.1 Text G eneration System
The FUF text generation system consists of two main modules: a unifier and 
a linearizer [7]. The uniher takes, as input, a lexicalized semantic description 
of the text to be generated, and an extended form of FUG, and then produces, 
as output, a rich syntactic description of the text or some new inputs* (the 
semantic and syntactic descriptions for the gi'cimmatical units that realize the 
specific components of the text) [8]. After the unification process, the linearizer 
tcikes the generated syntcictic description as input, and then produces the mor­
phological description of the text. At the end, a morphological generator may 
produce the worded text. As a result, the final text generation system can be 
organized as shown in Figure 4.1. In the given figure, the ellipsas represent the
Figure 4.1: The Architecture of the Text Generator
linguistic resources; the boxes represent the computational operations; and the 
oval bo.xes represent the input/output descriptions.
In this thesis, we have tried to develop a Turkish text generator^ by us­
ing the architecture given in Figure 4.1. In this generator, we have mainly 
considered the design and implementation of .SFG for Turkish that will be 
presented in the next section. In addition, we have changed the morphology 
functions (e.g. morph-verb, morph-noun) of the linearizer for generating the 
morphological descriptions in Turkish. These morphological descriptions are 
the ultimate outputs of our current generator. They can be worded by the 
Morphological Analyzer/Generator presented in [36]. By the way, we assume
^ T h e , s e  n e w  i n p u t s  a r e  p r o d u c e d  a n d  r e c u r s i v e l y  p e r f o r m e d  b y  t h e  u n i f i e r .
- I n  t h e  T u r k i s h  t e x t  g e n e r a t o r ,  t h e  e x r . r a  T u r k i s h  l e t t e r s  i n  t h e  l e x i c a l  i t e m s  a r e  r e p r e ­
s e n t e d  a s  f o l l o w s :  C  i s  I i s  i ,  G  i s  g ,  0  is  o ,  S  is  .■j, U  i s  i i .
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that an appliccition program that is not included in our implementation pro­
duces the Itxicalized semantic description of the text. * Finally, the expected 
tasks from this generation system can be summarized as follows [7]:
• Determine the sentence configuration
• Map the semantic functions onto syntactic ones
• Provide ordering constraints
• Propagate agreement between the constituents
• Prevent over generation
• Select closed-class words
• Provide linguistic defaults etc.
4.2 Turkish Text G eneration System  w ith SFG
From the analysis given in the previous chapter, the main parts of Turkish 
SFG can be organized as shown in Figure 4.2. After transforming SFG into
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Figure 4.2: System Network of Turkish Grammar
■*In t h e  c u r r e n t  g e n e r a t o r ,  t h i s  i n p u t  is  g i v e n  b y  h a n d .
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FUG, the resulted grcimmar can be implemented in FUF as follows: ’
;; gr-module.l
(def-grcimmar gr ()
(setq *realize-grammar*
^((alt rank
(((cat clause)
(:! clause))
((cat group)
(:! group))
((cat word)
(:! word)))))))
) J
;; clause.1 
> )
(def-alt clause (:index cat) 
(((:cSc simple-clause))
((:& complex-clause)))) 
(def-conj simple-clause 
(cat simple-clause) 
(participants ((...)))
! mood)
! transitivity)
! voice)
(process ((cat verbal-group)
(:! circumstantial)
(pattern (... -textual-&-default-order-
.))
. ) ) )
;; group.1
(def-alt group (: index cat) 
(((:& verbal-group))
((
((
((
& np))
& postposition-group)) 
& adverb-group))))
vg
noun-group
PP
advG
’ T h e  f u n c t i o n  a l t  is  u s e d  t o  r e p r e s e n t  a  s y s t e m  i n  F U F .  T h e  d e f - a l t  a n d  d e f - c o n j  
f u n c t i o n s  p r o v i d e  u s  t o  w r i t e  g r a m m a t i c a l  s y s t e m s  i n  a  m o d u l a r  w a y .  T h e s e  m o d u l e s  a r e  
a d d e d  t o  t h e  m a i n  g r a m m a r  b y  u s i n g  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  o p e r a t o r s  : ! a n d  r e s p e c t i v e l y  [8 ] .
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The whole grarnniar consists of the following modules:'^
gr.l 
types.1 
gr-modular.1 
clause.1 
group.1 
word.1
transitivity.1 
voice.1 
mood.1
circumstantial.1 
verbal-group.1 
np. 1
determiner.1 
linearize.1
To load FUF System files and the grammar. 
All type definitions used in the grammar.
Main module of implemented SFG for Turkish. 
Grammatical .systems for clause.
Grammatical systems for group (phrase). 
Grammatical words in Turkish.
Transitivity system for Turkish.
Voice system for Turkish.
Mood System for Turkish.
Ciixumstantials mapped onto adjuncts. 
Grammatical systems for verbal group. 
Grammatical systems for NP.
Grammatical systems for determiners. 
Linecirizer produces morphological descriptions.
To activate the text generation system for Turkish: FUF, and the Turkish SB’G 
are loaded into Lisp.*’ In the Lisp environment, the semantic description of the 
text is given as a parameter to the uni function of FUF. next it produces a 
rich linguistic description, and then calls the linearizer to generate a morpho­
logical description for each constituent. Now, we will try to demonstrate the 
generation of a simple sentence in the implemented system. First, the semantic 
description of the sentence is given as follows:
;; ali gitti.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))))
’’ W e  h a v e  u s e d  t h e  s a m e  m o d u l a r  a p p r o a c h  i n  S U R G E  [7 , 9 ] .
'’ g r . l  c o n t a i n s  t h e  r e q u i r e d  f u n c t i o n s  t o  l o a d  F U F  a n d  t h e  g r a m m a r .
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Next, ia the unification step, FUF produces the following rich linguistic de­
scription that represents the mapping of the semantic function afffmi onto the 
S3mtactic one subject, the default word ordering constraint (Subject Verb), and 
the agreement between the subject and the verb:
((CAT SIMPLE-CLAUSE) (TIME PAST) (MOOD DECLARATIVE) (VOICE ACTIVE) 
(PROCESS
((TYPE MATERIAL) (TYPE-OF-BASE VERB) (AGENTIVE YES) (EFFECTIVE NO) 
(LEX "git") (voice active) (mood finite) (cat verbal-group) 
(polarity {polarity}) (desc-verb {desc-verb})
(desc-polarity {desc-polarity}) (time {time}) (mode {mode}) 
(person {synt-roles subject person})
(number {synt-roles subject number})
(verb-body
((cat verb) (lex {process lex}) (voice {process voice})
(mood {process mood}) (polarity {process polarity})
(time {process time}) (mode {process mode})
(person {process person}) (number {process number}))) 
(lex-transition transitive) (pattern (verb-body))))
(PARTICIPANTS
((AGENT
((CAT PROPER) (LEX "ali") (np-function subject)
(generic-cat group) (countability countable)
(number singular) (person third) (np-type proper)
(head
((cat noun) (definite yes) (lex {synt-roles subject lex}) 
(person third) (number {synt-roles subject syntax number}) 
(case {synt-roles subject syntax case})))
(definite yes) (specific no) (referential no)
(syntax ((case nominative) (person third)
(number {synt-roles subject number})))
(pattern (dots {" head} dots)) (case nominative)))
(fset (actor agent range)) (actor {participants agent}))) 
(generic-cat clause) (process-type {process type})
(synt-roles
((fset (subject object iobject)) (subject {participants agent}))) 
(pattern
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(st-topic (* topic}) end-topic synt-roles subject} dots st-focus 
(* -C" focus}) end-focus st-process process} end-process dots 
st-background (* {' background}) end-background dots))
(polarity positive) (desc-polarity positive))
Then, in the linearizing step, FUF produces the morphological description of 
each constituent as follows:
[[CAT=N0UM][R00T=ali][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
CCCAT=VERB] [R00T=git][SENSE=P0S][TAM1=PAST][AGR=3SG]].
These morphological descriptions can be worded by the Morphological Ana­
lyzer/Generator [36] as follows:
gener(ate)> ali gitti.
4.3 G eneration of Clauses
The semantic input of a clause consists of the given semantic functions in 
Table -f.l.' In the generation, the following types of linguistic decisions are 
required to produce a rich linguistic description of the clause.
• Transitivity system  determines the acceptable participant configura­
tion according to the process type. Transitivity and ergativity analysis 
(in Section 3.3.1) allow us to construct this system.
• Voice system  determines the syntactic function of each participant 
which is determined by the transitivity system. There are two possi- 
Ide values of the voice: active and passive. We assume that the voice is 
given in the semantic input of the clause.
• M ood system  determines the form of finite clauses such as statement, 
question etc., or the type of non-finite clauses such as noun, adjective, and
' E a c h  f u n c t i o n  h a s  a l r e a d y  b e e n  d e s c r i b e d  a n d  e x e m p l i f i e d  i n  S e c t i o n  3 . .3 .
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Metat'unctions General Fuñe. More Specific Functions Realization.
Ideational Process
Participants agent, medium 
actor, goal 
beneficiary, range 
senser, phenomenon 
carrier, attribute 
identified, identifier 
entity (existential yes/no)
Circumstances direction, distance, origin 
location, destination, path 
duration, frequency, time 
means, quality, comparison 
reason, purpose, behalf 
comitative, additive 
mater, role
VG
NP
NP,
PP,
AdvG
Interpersonal mood in VG
Te.xtual voice in VG
topic
focus
background
conflated with 
previous 
functions
Table 4.1: Semantic Description of a Clause
adverb. According to the mood function (finite or non-finite), additioncil 
functions may be added to the semantic description of the clause. They 
will be considered in the following sub-sections.
T he o rder of constituen ts is one of the most important aspects in the 
generation. The determination of the best order of the constituents may 
require more linguistic analysis. However, in our implementation, we use 
the exact order of the basic textual functions, and the partial default 
constituent lists to determine the relevant word order.* The order of 
textual functions have already been presented as follows:
Торге · · · Focus Process ■ ■ ■ Background
d r i  F U F ,  t h e  c o n s t i t u e n t  o r d e r  i s  g i v e n  b y  a  s p e c i a l  f u n c t i o n  c a l l e d  p a t t e r n .
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If a constituent is conflated with any one of these textiuxl functions, it 
is located at the position of this textual function. Otherwise, the con­
stituent is located according to a default order. In fact, it is not possible 
to describe an exact ordering list. Flowever, we may describe the most 
used partial default ordering lists for the constituents such as
[pattern(subject ■■■object ■■ ■ process))
[pattern{· · ■ time · · · location · · ·))
In FUF, these partial ordering lists are unified in a non-deterministic 
manner [8]. For instance, the given two lists can be unified as follows:
(pattern{subject ■ ■ ■ time ■ ■ ■ object ■ ■ · location ■ ■ ■ process))
[pa,ttern{subject ■ ■ ■ object ■ ■ ■ time ■ ■ ■ location ■ · · process))
(pattern{subject · · ■ time · · · location · · · object ■ ■ ■ process))
In this way, the generator may produce the constituents in different orders 
by providing the partial default orders.
In the ordering list, participants are ordered according to their syntac­
tic functions. However, circumstantials are directly ordered with their 
names. VVe have used the following partial default orders in the imple­
mentation:
subject ■ · - by — object ■ ■ ■ object ■ ■ ■ iobject  · · · process
origin ■ · ■ destination ■ ■ · location ■ ■ ■ direction ■ ■ · distance ■ · ■ path 
time · · ■ duration · ■ · frequency ■ · ■ process 
means ■ · · quality · ■ ■ comparison ■ · · process 
reason ■■·purpose·■■ behalf■■·process 
additive · · · comitative · · - process 
mater ■ ■ ■ role ■ - · process
So far, we have presented common features for the clauses. However, there 
is some distinction between finite and non-finite clauses. In the following two 
sub-sections, the other features will be considered.
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4.3.1 F in ite  Clauses
In the finite clauses, time (primary time) and mode (secondary time) functions 
are included into the semantic description of the text. They are interpersonal 
functions, and also realized in the verbal-group. In addition, the finite clauses 
may be declarative, or interrogative. A declarative clause is generated as a 
statement (72) to give an information about something.
(72) Ali okula gitmişti.
Ali school+DAT go+NARR+PAST+3SG 
\Ali had gone to school.'
The declarative clause given in (72) can be generated from the following se­
mantic description:
input:
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(time narr) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
output:
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DAT]]
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=git][SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=NARR][TAM2=PAST][AGR=3SG]]
An interrogative chiuse is generated as a question to get an information about 
something. In the interrogative clause, a query-for function appears in the 
semantic description, and must be conflated with the constituent that is in- 
queried. The type of the query may be yes-no (73.a) or wh (73.b).
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(73) a. Ali mi okula gitti?
Ali Ques school+DAT go+PAST+3SG 
Us it Ali who went to school?’
b. kim okula gitti?
who school+DAT go+PAST+3SG 
Avho went to school?’
These two clauses can be generated from the following semantic descriptions, 
respectively:
input for yes-no:
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood yes-no) (voice active)
(query-for {' participants agent})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
output:
C[CAT=M0UM] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=M0NE][CASE=N0M]]
[[CAT=QUES][R00T=mI][AGR=3SG]]
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=okul][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DAT]] 
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=git] [SEMSE=P0S][TAM1=PAST][AGR=3SG]]?
input for wh:
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood wh) (voice active)
(query-for {' participants agent})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
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(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul ") ) ) ) ) ) )
o u t p u t :
[[CAT=M0UM][R00T=kim] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
[[CAT=M0UM][R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=M0NE][CASE=DAT]] 
C[CAT=VERB][R00T=git] [SENSE=P0S][TAM1=PAST][AGR=3SG]]?
Several examples are also presented in Appendix A.l.
4.3 .2  N on -F in ite  Clauses
Non-finite clauses are constructed on a non-finite verbal group (considered in 
Section 4.4). According to the syntactic usage, non-finite clauses are divided 
into three types:® infinitive, ■participle, and adverbial. In a different grammati­
cal unit, these clauses mciy be used as a noun, adjective, or adverb, respectively. 
In the generation, to provide the conversation from verb to noun, adjective, or 
adverb, vve need to determine a no-n-finite element for the verbal group that 
realizes the process of non-finite clause. In fact, this information may be ex­
tracted from the semantic description by the grammar. However, our linguistic 
analysis is not enough to determine the non-finite elements for infinitives and 
adverbials in the grammar. So, we assume that the relevcint non-finite elements 
(presented in Table 4.2) are given in the semantic description of these two type 
clauses.
mood non-finite
infinitive mek, me, i,^ , meklik
adverbial ip, arak, ken ...
Table 4.2: Non-finite Elements for .Infinitives and .Adverbials
■ 'In  t h e  s e m a n t i c  d e s c r i p t i o n ,  t h e  m o o d  f u n c t i o n  r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  t y p e  o f  n o n - f i n i t e  c l a u s e s .
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(74) Ali’nin okula gitmesi
Ali+GEN school+DAT go+CONV=NOUN=ME+3SG+3SP 
’Ali’s going to school’
‘That All goes to school’
The infinitive clause given in (74) can be generated from the following semantic 
description:
input:
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(mood infinitive) (non-finite me)
(voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
output:
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=GEM] ]
[ [CAT=N0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=DAT] ] 
C[CAT=VERB] [R00T=git] [SEMSE=P0S] [CONV=MÜUN=ME]
[TYPE=IMFINITIVE] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]]
(75) okula giderek
school+DAT go+CONV=ADVERB=ARAK 
‘by going to school’
The a,dverbial clause given in (75) can be generated from the following semantic 
description:
input:
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
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(mood adverbial) (non-finite arak)
(voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
output;
[[CAT=N0UN][R0aT=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DAT]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=git] [SENSE=P0S] [CONV=ADVERB=ARAK] ] .
In the participle form, the grammar tries to determine the relevant non-finite 
element (presented in Table 4.3) according to the following criterion; the par­
ticiple time, cuid the conflation of the modified or displaced constituent with 
s u b j e c t . I n  fact, there are several e.xceptions in the determination of the
(mood participle)
participle scope conflated with non-finite example
future subject ecek yazacak  C ld c i A g e nt /Ac to r/ Subject  
yazılacak  m  C letup¡\/¡ecUum/ Subject
not subject ecegi \'azacagirn mektup
present subject en y azan  Ciclci A ge n t / A c t o r / Subject  
y azılan n i  c k t u p ¡ \ / [ / Subject
not subject — —
pcist subject mis yazmış A ^ ': n t / A c t o r / S u b je c t
yazılmış m t k i u p M e d i u m l S u b j e c t
not subject cligi yazdığım mektup
Table 4.3; Non-finite Elements for Participles
non-finite element in the participle if the scope is not conflated with subject. 
That kind of exceptions are considered in the tabular form for each displaced 
semantic constituent, and the resulted tables are presented in Appendix B. 
However, in the implementation we have not used them. They may be useful 
material for the future studies.
lUT h e  m o d i f i e d  o r  d i s p l a c e d  e l e m e n t  i s  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  a  f u n c t i o n  c a l l e d  s c o p e .
A participle clause is generated to describe one of its own constituents ex­
cept for the process. In (76), the participle clause describes its own agent/actor.
(76) okula giden ....
school+I3AT go-fCONV=AD.J=EN ...
\ .. who goes to school’
The participle clause given in (76) can be generated from the following semantic 
description:
input:
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(mood participle) (participle present)
(scope {" participants agent})
(voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
output:
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=okul][AGR=3SG][P0SS=M0NE][CASE=DAT]] 
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=git] [SENSE=P0S][C0NV=ADJ=EM]].
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In the non-finite clauses, the textual function background is not used, .so it 
is always set to none. In the infinitive clauses, the semantic role that is mapped 
onto subject^’· is realized in the genitive case (77).
' ^ T e c h n i c a l l y ,  n o n - f i n i t e  c l a u s e s  h a v e  n o  s u b j e c t .  H o w e v e r ,  i n  t h e  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  w e  h a v e  
n o r ,  d e s c r i b e d  a n o t h e r  s y n t a c t i c  r o l e  t o  r e p r e s e n t  i t .
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(77) A li’nin kitabı 
ben istedim.
Ali+GEN book+ACC 
[ vvant+PAST+ISG
4 wanted Ali’s reading the book.’ 
'I WcUited Ali read the book.’
okumasını
reiid+CONV=NOUN+3SP+AGC
Several iion-finite clauses and their usage in the different grammatical units 
are presented in Appendix A.2.
4.4 G eneration of Verbal Group
A verbal group realizes the following semantic functions of a clause; the pro­
cess (action, event or relational process); the interpersonal functions (mood, 
tense, descriptive verb etc.); the textual function (voice). In the generation 
of a clause, the generator produces a linguistic description that contains the 
mentioned functions and additional syntactic ones for the verbal group. Then, 
the generator recursively uses it to generate the verbal group as a worded text. 
The required functions and their possible values in the linguistic description of 
the verbal group are presented in Table 4.4.
A set of the.se functions can be produced manually, and given as an input 
to the s y s t e m. Th e n ,  the system generates the verbal group from the given 
linguistic description by traversing the system network of the verbal group. In 
the input set, at least, the functions cat, lex, and type-of-hase must be given 
with their values. The other functions are optional. If a function does not 
appear in the input set but it is required, the first alternative is selected as 
a default value for that function. The generation of the verbal groups can be 
exemplified as follows:
‘ - I n  a  r e a l  a p p l i c a t i o n ,  t h e  v e r b a l  g r o u p  i s  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  g e n e r a t e d  i n  t h e  r e a l i z a t i o n  o f  
t h e  c l a u s e .
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Condition Function Alternative values
cat verbal-group
lex a lexical verb or nominal group
type-of-ba.se verb, nominal
if
t_ype-of-ba.se
is
verb
lex-subj-obj-rel none, reflexive, reciprocal
lex-transition transitive, intransitive
sub j-obj-rel none, reciprocal, reflexive
trcinsitioil none, intrans-trans 
trans 1, trans2, trans3
voice active, passive
polarity positive, negative
desc-verb potential, haste, durative, approximative
desc-polarity positive, negative
mood finite, non-finite
if
mood
is
finite
time aorist, past, narr, progress, future, 
cond, optative, necessitative, imperative
mode none, past, narr, cond
person first, second, third
number singular, plural
interrogative none, yes-no
if
mood
is
non-finite
type-of-verbcil noun, adj, adv
non-finite mek, me, is (infinitive)
ecek, ecegi (participle future)
en (participle present)
mis. digi (participle past)
ip, ere, ince, dikçe ... (adverbial)
Table 4.4: The Input Functions for the Formation of Verbal Group
(7S) sevebibnelisin.
love+POT+NEC+2SG 
‘You ought to be able to love.'
■sev")
input:
(uni '((cat verbal-group) (lex
(type-of-base verb) (polarity positive)
(desc-verb potential) (desc-polarity positive) 
(mood finite) (time necessitative)
(mode none) (person second)
(number singular) (interrogative none)))
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output:
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=sev][SENSE=P0S][COMP=YABIL] [TAM1=MECES][AGR=2SG]]
(79) öğretmen olmayacaktı.
teacher be+NEG+FUT+PAST+3SG 
‘S/he wa.s not going to be a teacher.'
input:
(uni '((cat verbal-group) (lex "OGretmen")
(type-of-base nominal) (polarity negative) 
(desc-verb none) (desc-polarity positive)
(mood finite) 
(mode past) 
(number singular)
(time future)
(person third)
(interrogative none)))
output:
[[CAT=NQUM][R00T=0Gretmen][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
C[CAT=VERB] [RD0T=ol] [SENSE=MEG] [TAM1=FUTURE] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]]
If Time and Mode cire PAST and NARR, respectively in the same verbal group, 
the geiieration will be failed because it is an ungrammatical combination.
input:
(uni '((cat verbal-group) (lex "kir")
(type-of-base verb) (mood finite) 
(time past) (mode narr)
(person third) (number singular)
(interrogative none)))
<fail>
4.5 G eneration of N oun Group (N P )
Noun groups realize several constituents of a clause such as agent, actor, lo­
cation, time etc. The generator produces a linguistic description of the noun
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group from the semantic features and the grammatical relations of the realized 
constituent. Then, the generator recursively uses this linguistic description to 
generate a worded text. The grammatical analysis of the noun group was pre­
sented in Section 3.5. In this section, we will summarize this analysis iind the 
s\mtactic features of the noun group in a tabular form to present the linguistic 
description of the noun group. VVe may consider the linguistic description of 
the noun group according to its semcintic characteristics, the grammatical con­
stituents, and the morphological features. The semantic characteristics of the 
entire noun group are inherited from its main element called head noun. The 
lexicalized semantic description of the head noun is presented in Table 4.5.^^
Class Semantic Func. Alternative Values
Head cat common, pronoun, proper
lex a lexical noun
animate yes, no
gender neuter, masculine, feminine
person third, second, first
countability countable, mass
number singular, plural
if cat pronoun-type personal, demonstrative, relative.
pronoun interrogative, indefinite
definite yes. no
specific no, yes
diminutive none, diminish, dear, pity
Table 4.5: The Lexicalized Semantic Description of the Head Noun
The grammatical constituents of the noun group modify the head noun 
without changing its semantic features. These constituents and their syntac­
tic realizations are presented in Table 4.6. More information about them is 
available in Section 3.5.
While the system network is being traversed to realize a seirumtic con­
stituent with a noun group, the mentioned constituents and the lexicalized 
semantic features of the noun group are directly inherited from the input given
^ ■ ^ T h e  c a l ,  lex,  a n d  p r o n o u n - l y p e  f u n c t i o n s  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  l e x i c a l  f e a t u r e s  o f  t h e  h e a d  n o u n .
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Class Co::si ituent Realization and Sub-functiions
Determiner poi; essor cat np
aer.'.onstrative cat adj
(type determinative) (distance near/far)
(type interrogative)
ns-ceictic (cat phrase.) ad d -d e t ns-det
(additional no/yes)
(total none/+ /-) (partial yes/no)
ordinal cat adj (type ordinal)
quantitative (cat phrase)
(exact yes/no) (partitive no/yes)
poit-det (cat phrase) 
(type total/multiplier/fraction)
Epithet at de cat adj
auan.tv consist of age, size, color, m ade-of
realized by adj. adj, adj, noun
Classifier classmer cat np. adj (gradable no)
Qualifier possession cat np (it-is + /-)  I
■)Ossessor cat pp (posr-pos ((lex ”ait”))
'.lesc cat clause (mood participle)
qua.-set-spec cat np
cua.-;OC cat np (it-is spatial/temporal)
Inter-nag int-r-^ag (interrogat ive none/yes-no)
Table 4.6: Ine Grammatical Constituents in the .\oun Group
for the realized cons'i’uent. In addition, to provide the grammatical agree­
ment, relations or conversation, some morphological features and the syntactic 
role of the noun group are determined, and added to the linguistic description 
by the grammar. .A... n.iorphological features can be grouped under a syntactic 
function called synicz. The syntactic functions, and their possible values are 
presented in Table 4.7.
-After producinz ':'.e linguistic description of the noun group, the system net­
work is re-entered to runerate a morphological description for each constituent 
of the noun group providing the ordering constraints and the grammatical 
rules. VVe may denoo't'.strate the individual generation of the noun groups as 
follows:
"’ S e v e r a l  e x a m p l e s  a r - '  a l s o  p r e s e n t e d  i n  A p p e n d i x  A . 3 .
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Class Morphological Func. Alternative Values
rip-function subject, by-object, object, iobject, 
adjunct, predicate
Syntax person third, second, first
number singular, plural
poss-person none, third, second, first
poss-number none, singular, plural
case nominative, accusative, dative, 
locative, ablative, genitive, instrumental, 
equative, munitive, privative
relative adj, adv
copula none, yes
if s-time aorist, past, narr, cond
copula s-person third, second, first
is yes s-number singular, plural
Table 4.7: The Syntactic Functions of the Noun Group
(80) Ali'nin bazı kitapları
Ali+GEN some book+3PL+3SP 
' some of All’s books’
input:
(uni '((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(definite no)
(specific yes)
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali"))) 
(countability countable)
(number plural)
(ns-deictic ((partial yes)))))
output:
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=M0NE][CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=bazI]]
C[CAT=M0UN][R00T=kitap][AGR=3PL] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=M0M]].
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(81) Beiiirn Bilkeiit’te yazdığım
bilgisayar programı
I+GEN Bilkent+LOC write+CONV=ADJ=DIGI+lSP
computer+3SG+ NOM program+3SG+3SP+ NOM 
’The computer program thcit I wrote at Bilkent'
input:
(uni '((cat common)
(lex "program")
(definite yes)
(classifier ((cat common)
(lex "bilgisayar")))
(qualifier 
((qual-desc
((cat simple-clause)
(mood participle)
(participle past)
(process ((type material)
(lex-transition transitive) 
(type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes)
(effective yes)
(lex "yaz")))
(scope {' participants medium})
(participants ((actor ((cat pronoun)
(person first)
(number singular) 
(pronoun-type personal))) 
(medium ((cat common)
(lex "program"))))) 
(circum ((location ((cat proper)
(lex "bilkent")))))))))))
output:
; ; [CCAT=N0UN] [R00T=ben] [AGR=iSG] [PQSS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]]
; ; [ [CAT=N0UN] [R00T=bilkent] [AGR=3SG] [PQSS=N0NE] [CASE=L0C] ]
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[[CAT=VERB][ROOT=yaz][SENSE=POS][COMV=ADJ=DIGI][P0SS=1SG]] 
[[CAT=MOUN][ROOT=bilgisayar] [AGR=3SG][POSS=NONE][CASE=NOM]] 
[[CAT=NOUN][ROOT=program][AGR=3SG][PQSS=3SG][CASE=MQM]].
Some functions may or may not appear in the linguistic description de­
pending on other functions. For example, if cat is proper, then the classifier 
will be none; the definite and specific functions will be yes. Although we did 
not present those kinds of dependencies in the tables, they are handled in the 
implementation.
C hapter 5
C onclusion and Future W ork
This thesis has presented the design and implementation of a Turkish text 
generation system based on SFG. In the design, we have tried to describe 
the linguistic resources of Turkish by using the following two major design 
principles of SFG [29]:
• Functional Analysis of NL
• The separation of paradigmatic (system-based) and syntagmatic (structure- 
based) organizations of NL.
In the functional analysis, generally we have used Halliday's work (presented 
in [14]) because all languages have common functions with a few differences. 
However, eiich language requires different paradigmatic and syntagmatic orga­
nizations to realize the functions of NL. So, we have analyzed Turkish grammar 
to provide its paradigmatic and syntagmatic organizations. As a result, we have 
constructed the system network of Turkish grammar, and described the real­
ization rules that provide the relationships between the functional analysis and 
the syntactic structures, tor each relevant feature in the system network. To 
represent and perform those systemic resources on computer, we have used the 
FI.’F text generation system and its constraint bcisecl formalisms such as FUG, 
and typed features [7]. So, we have translated the system network and the 
realization rules into the constraint based formalisms [7, 20], and implemented 
them in FUF [8].
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The current text generation system takes as input the lexicalized semantic, 
and some s}'stem-based descriptions of the text at the sentence level, and then 
produces the morphological description of the text. The semantic description 
of a sentence consists of three metafunctions: ideational such as agent, actor, 
goal, process, location, for representing the constituents of the sentence and 
their roles, interpersonal such as mood, modality, for establishing the relation­
ship between the speaker and the listener, and textual such as topic, focus, 
background, for presenting information as text in context. The system-based 
descriptions allow to enter the systems in the network, and to select the relevant 
feature from each system. The morphological description of the text, the out­
put of the current generation system, is worded by the Turkish morphological 
generator [36].
For a complete text generation system, we need to develop a large-scale 
grammar based on Systemic-Functional theory. Unfortunately, there are no 
other Systemic-Functional studies on Turkish. Without such theoretical stud­
ies, it is not possible to develop a large grammar. Our current grammar allows 
us to generate simple sentences, noun phrases, verbal groups, post-positional 
groups and adverb groups. To generate more complex units, the functional 
analysis and systemic studies on Turkish must be considered at a larger scale. 
This may take a long time. For example, SURGE, the implementation of a 
large scale systemic functional grammar for English, is the result of five yeaLrs of 
intensive experimentation in the grammar writing [7, 9]. However, we did not 
hcive such a long time in this thesis to develop a large-scale grammar of Turkish 
like SURGE. We have tried to show that '"Turkish text can be generated by 
using systemic-functional approach even if it takes a long time.” Fortunately, 
the systemic linguistic theory and the implementation tool (FUF) allow us to 
design and implement the grammar in a modular way. The whole grammar can 
be decomposed into small modules such as clause, noun-group, verbal-group as 
it is in the rank scale. Then, each module of the grammar is independently de­
veloped. In this way, the large scale grammar can be developed in a short time. 
In addition, to complete the overall Natural Language Generation system, the 
text planning stage must be considered while improving the grammar.
A ppendix  A
Sam ple R uns
In this chapter, we have presented sample runs to demonstrate what kind of 
grammatical units such as clause, noun-group etc. can be generated with our 
current te.Kt generator. Each sample is given as follows:
• Surface form of grammatical unit that will be generated.
• Its le.Kicalized semantic input.
• Its generated morphological description.
A .l  Finite Clauses
A . 1.1 Declarative Sentences
;; all uyuyabilmiSti.
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time narr) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(desc-verb potential)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "uyu")
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(lex-transition intransitive))) 
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=uyu] [SENSE=P0S] [COMP=YABIL] 
[TAM1=WARR] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] .
turgay cami kiracaktl.
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam")))))
(topic {" participants actor})
(focus participants medium})))
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=turgay][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=M0M]] 
[[CAT=M0UN][R00T=cam][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=ACCy]] 
C[CAT=VERB][R00T=kIr] [SENSE=P0S][TAM1=FUTURE] 
[TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] .
; camI kiracaktl turgay.
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay"))) 
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
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(lex "cam")))))
(topic participants medium})
(focus none)
(background participants actor})))
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=ACCy]]
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] 
[[CAT=N0UM] [R00T=turgay] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] .
;; cam turgay tarafIndan kirllacakti.
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice passive)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam")))))
(topic participants medium})
(focus participants actor})))
CCCAT=NOUM] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] CR00T=turgay] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
tarafından
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [VOICE=PASS] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] 
[TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]].
turgay ali'ye klrdlrmallydl cami 
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(time necessitative) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kIr")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))
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(agent ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))
(medimn ((cat cominon)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam'·)))))
(topic participants agent})
(focus participants actor})
(background participants medium})))
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=turgay][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]] 
CCCAT=NOUN][R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DAT]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr][VOICE=CAUS] [SENSE=P0S][TAM1=NECES] 
[TAM2=PAST][AGR=3SG]]
[[CAT=M0UN][R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=ACC]].
turgay kitaplar! severdi.
(uni A(cat simple-clause)
(time aorist) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type mental)
(lex “sev")
(type-of-base verb)))
(participants ((senser ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))
(phenomenon ((cat common)
(number plural)
(lex "kitab")))))))
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=turgay][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0ME][CASE=M0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=kitab][AGR=3PL] [P0SS=M0NE][CASE=ACCy]] 
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=sev][SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=A0RIST] 
[TAM2=PAST][AGR=3SG]].
turgay OGretmen olacakti.
(uni A(cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active) 
(process ((type intensive)
(rel-mode identifying)))
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(participants ((identified ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay“))) 
(identifier ((cat common)
(lex "OGretmen")))))))
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=turgay] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=0Gretmen] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=ol] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE]
[TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] .
bu kitab siyah deGilmiS.
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time narr)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(polarity negative)
(process ((type intensive)
(rel-mode attributive)))
(participants ((carrier ((cat common)
(lex "kitab'*) 
(demonstrative
((distance near))))) 
(attribute ((cat adj)
(lex "siyah")))))))
:; C[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=bu]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=siyah]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=deGil] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M] 
[C0NV=VERB=N0NE] [TAM1=MARR] [AGR=3SG]] .
;; bu kitab siyahtl.
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active) 
(polarity positive )
(process ((type intensive)
(rel-mode attributive))) 
(participants ((carrier ((cat common)
(lex "kitab")
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(demonstrative ((distance near))))) 
(attribute ((cat adj)
(lex "siyah")))))))
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=bu]]
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0ME] [CASE=M0M]]
C[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=siyah] [C0NV=VERB=N0ME] [TAM1=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] .
;; turgay okuldaydl.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type spatial)
(rel-mode attributive)))
(participants ((located ((cat proper) ; carrier
(lex "turgay")))
(location ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
[[CAT=NÖUN] [R00T=turgay] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=M0M]] 
C[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=L0C] 
[C0NV=VERB=N0NE] [TAM1=PAST] [AGR=3SG]].
turgay okulda olacakmIS.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode narr)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type spatial)
(rel-mode attributive)))
(participants ((located ((cat proper) ; carrier
(lex "turgay")))
(location ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=turgay] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] CCASE=L0C]]
CCCAT=VERB] [R00T=ol] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] [TAM2=NARR] [AGR=3SG]]
ali bu kitaba sahip olacaktı, 
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
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(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type possessive)
(rel-mode attributive)))
(participants ((possessed ((cat common)
(lex "kitab")
(demonstrative
((distance near)))))
(possessor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))))
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=ali][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=M0M]]
CCCAT=ADJ] [R00T=bu]]
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=DAT]]
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=sahip] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]]
C[CAT=VERB] [R00T=ol] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]]
;; UC kitap vardi.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type existential)
(existential yes)
(polarity positive)))
(participants ((entity ((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(quantitative 
((exact yes)
(value ((lex "UC"))) 
(quan-type cardinal)))))))))
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=UC]]
[[CAT=N0UW] [R00T=kitap][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
CCCAT=NOUM][R00T=var][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M] 
[C0NV=VERB=N0ME][TAM1=PAST] [AGR=3SG]].
; ; W i t h  C i r c u m s t a n t i a l s
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;; ali okula gitmiSti.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time narr) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex-transition intransitive)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
; ; C[CAT=M0UN][R00T=okul][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE][CASE=DAT]]
; ; [CCAT=VERB][R00T=git][SENSE=P0S][TAM1=NARR] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]].
;turgay daGa doGru yUrUyecekti 
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "yUrU")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))))
(circum ((direction ((cat pp),
(np ((cat common)
(lex "daG")))))))))
; ; [[CAT=N0UN][R00T=turgay] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=daG][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DAT]] 
doGru
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=yUrU] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]]
; turgay yedi km yUrUyecektI.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
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(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "yUrU")»
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))))
(circiun ((distance ((cat phrase)
(exact yes)
(quan-type cardinal)
(value ((lex "yedi")))
(unit ((lex "km")))))))
(focus circum distance})))
[[CAT=M0UM] [R00T=turgay][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=yedi]]
[[CAT=N0UM][R00T=km][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=M0M]]
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=yUrU] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]]
;ankara’dan beri aGaC yoktu yolda.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type existential)
(existential no)))
(participants ((entity ((cat common)
(lex "aGaC")))))
(circum ((origin ((cat pp)
(post-pos ((lex "beri")))
(np ((cat proper)
(lex "ankara")))))
(location ((cat common)
(lex "yol")))))
(topic {'■ circum origin})
(background circum location})
(focus i ~  participants entity})))
; ; [[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=ankara][AGR=3SG][P0SS=M0WE][CASE=ABL]] 
; ; beri
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=aGaC][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=N0M]]
; ; CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=yok][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0ME] [CASE=N0M]
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[CONV=VERB=NONE] [TAM1=PAST] [AGR=3SG]]
[[CAT=NOUN]CROOT=yol] [AGR=3SG][POSS=NONE][CASE=LOC]]
ali dUn kardeSi iCin gitti okula.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(focus {" circum behalf})
(background i* circum destination})
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))
(behalf ((cat pp)
(np ((cat common)
(lex "kardeS")
(possessor ((gap yes)
(cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))))
(time ((cat adv)
(lex "dUn")))))
(focus {'■ circum behalf})
(background circum destination})))
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=ali][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]] 
[CCAT=ADVERB] [R00T=dUn]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kardeS] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]] 
iCin
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=git] [SENSE=P0S][TAM1=PAST][AGR=3SG]] 
[[CAT=M0UN][R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DAT]].
- cili’nin baSI sinavdan dolayl/OtUrU aGrIdl. 
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
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(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive no) (effective yes)
(lex "aGrI")))
(participants ((medium ((cat common)
(lex "baS")
(possessor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))))
(circum ((time ((cat adv)
(lex "dUn")))
(reason ((cat pp)
(np ((cat common)
(lex "sinav")))))))))
[[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=ali][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=baS][AGR=3SG][P0SS=3SG][CASE=M0M]]
C[CAT=ADVERB] [R00T=dUn]]
[[CAT=M0UM][R00T=sInav][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=ABL]] 
OtUrU
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=aGrI][SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=PAST][AGR=3SG]].
C a u s a t i v e  r e l a t i o n s
ali CocuGu uyutabilmiSti.
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time narr) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(desc-verb potential)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "uyu")
(lex-transition intransitive))) 
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))
(actor ((cat common)
(lex "Cocuk")))))))
; ; [[CAT=N0UN][R00T=ali]CAGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=Cocuk][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=ACC]]
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[[CAT=VERB][R00T=uyu][VOICE=CAUS] [SENSE=P0S][COMP=YABIL] 
[TAM1=MARR][TAM2=PAST][AGR=3SG]] .
;; dUn turgay mektubu okulda dikkatlice yazdlramayabilirdi. 
;; dUn turgay okulda mektubu dikkatlice yazdlramayabilirdi. 
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time aorist) (mode past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(desc-verb potential) (desc-polarity negative)
(voice active)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "yaz")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(gap yes)
(lex "????")))
(agent ((cat proper)
(lex "turgay")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "mektup")))))
(circum ((location ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))
(time ((cat adv)
(lex "dUn")))
(quality ((cat adv)
(lex "dikkatlice")))))
(topic {“ circum time})
(focus {■' circum quality})
(background none)))
C[CAT=ADVERB][R0QT=dUn]]
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=turgay][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]] 
C[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=okul][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=L0C]] 
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=mektup][AGR=3SG] CPqSS=NONE][CASE=ACC]] 
CCCAT=ADVERB] [ROOT=dikkatlice]]
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=yaz][VOICE=CAUS] [SENSE=P0S][SENSE=NEGC] 
[TAM1=A0RIST][TAM2=PAST][AGR=3SG]].
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A . 1.2 Interrogative Sentences
; ; ; mood -- INTERROGATIVE -- yes-no or wh
;;; (query-for ...) indicates what it is in question.
; ; ali mi okula gitti?
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time past) (mood yes-no) (voice active)
(query-for participants agent]-)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=M0M]] 
[CCAT=QUES] [R00T=mI] [AGR=3SG]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=DATy]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=git] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] .
; ; ali okula gidecek miydi?
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode past)
(mood yes-no) (voice active)
(query-for {" process})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]]
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] CP0SS=N0NE] [CASE=DATy]]
; ; [[CAT=VERB] [R00T=git] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] [AGR=3SG]]
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[ [ C A T = q U E S ] [ R O O T = m I ] [ T A M 2 = P A S T ][AGR=3SG]]?
kim okula gitti?
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood wh) (voice active)
(query-for {'■ participants agent})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "git")))
(participants (;;! query for agent 
(agent ((cat np)))))
(circum ((destination ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
[[CAT=N0UM][R00T=kim][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=M0UM] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=DATy]] 
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=git][SENSE=P0S][TAM1=PAST][AGR=3SG]]?
Cconl dUn mU klrmallydl ensar?
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time necessitative) (mode past)
(mood yes-no) (voice active)
(query-for ·('' circum time})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ensar")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam")))))
(circum ((time ((cat common)
(lex "dUn")))))
(background {* participants actor})
(topic {'■ participants goal})))
; : C[CAT=N0UN][R00T=cam][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=ACC]] 
; : [[CAT=N0UN][R00T=dUn][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]]
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CCCAT=qUES] [ROOT=mI] [AGR=3SG]]
C[CAT=VERB] [ROOT=kIr] [SENSE=POS] [TAM1=NECES] [TAM2=PAST] [AGR=3SG]] 
CCCAT=NOUN] [ROOT=ensar] [AGR=3SG] [POSS=NONE] [CASE=NOM]]?
;; okulun odunu ali tarafIndan ml kIrllacakmIS?
(uni H(cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode narr)
(mood yes-no) (voice passive)
(query-for participants actor})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "odun")
(possessor ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
(topic participants medium})))
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=odun] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]] 
[CCAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
tarafından
[[CAT=QUES] [R00T=mI] [AGR=3SG]]
C[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [VOICE=PASS] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] 
[TAM2=NARR] [AGR=3SG]]?
;; okulun odunu kim tarafIndan kIrllacakmIS.
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode narr)
(mood wh) (voice passive)
(query-for participants actor})
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants (;; ! query for actor
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(actor ((cat np)))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "odun")
(possessor ((cat common)
(lex "okul")))))))
(topic participants medium})))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=okul] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=odun] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]] 
CCCAT=NOUM] [R00T=kim] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
tarafından
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [V0ICE=PASS] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE] 
[TAM2=NARR] [AGR=3SG]]?
; bu kitaplarl ml sevecekmIS ali?
(uni A(cat simple-clause)
(time future) (mode narr)
(mood yes-no) (voice active)
(query-for participants phenomenon})
(process ((type mental) (type-of-base verb)
(lex "sev")))
(participants ((senser ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))
(phenomenon
((cat common)
(number plural)
(lex "kitab")
(demonstrative ((type determinative) 
(distance near)))))))
(topic participants phenomenon})
(background participants senser})))
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=bu]]
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3PL] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=ACCy]]
[[CAT=qUES] [R00T=mI] [AGR=3SG]]
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=sev] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=FUTURE][TAM2=NARR][AGR=3SG]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] CR00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]]?
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A .2 N on-F in ite Clauses
infinitive
cam kirmak 
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(mood infinitive) (non-finite mek)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((medium ((cat common)
(definite no)
(lex "cam")))))))
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0ME] [CASE=N0M]] 
CCCAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [SENSE=P0S] [C0NV=N0UN=MEK] 
[TYPE=INFINITIVE] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] CCASE=N0M]] .
camin ali tarafindan kirllmasi 
(uni '((cat simple-clause)
(mood infinitive) (non-finite me)
(voice passive)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam")))))))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=M0M]] 
tarafindan
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [V0ICE=PASS] [SENSE=P0S] [C0NV=N0UN=ME] 
[TYPE=INFINITIVE] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=3SG][CASE=N0M]].
ben camin ali tarafindan kirllmasinl istedim.
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(uni A(cat simple-clause)
(time past)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type mental) (type-of-base verb 
(lex "iste")))
(participants ((senser
((cat pronoun)
(person first) (number singular))) 
(phenomenon 
((cat simple-clause)
(mood infinitive) (non-finite me) 
(voice passive)
(process ((type material)
(type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes)
(effective yes)
(lex "kir")))
(participants
((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam")))))))))))
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=ben][AGR=1SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEM]] 
CCCAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]] 
tarafından
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [V0ICE=PASS][SENSE=P0S][C0NV=N0UN=ME] 
[TYPE=INFINITIVE] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=3SG][CASE=ACC]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=iste] [SENSE=P0S] [TAM1=PAST] [AGR=1SG]] .
; participle
turgaydın cami kIrdIGI ....[okul] ....
(uni A(cat simple-clause)
(mood participle) (participle past)
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(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective yes) 
(lex-transition transitive)
(lex "kir")))
(scope {“ circum location})
(participants ((agent ((cat proper)
(lex "Turgay")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam")))))
(circum ((location ((lex "okul")))))))
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=Turgay][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]] 
CCCAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0ME][CASE=ACC]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr][SENSE=P0S] [C0NV=ADJ=DIGI][P0SS=3SG]]
;; turgay’In cami kIrdIGI okul 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "ev")
(qualifier
((qual-desc ((cat simple-clause)
(mood participle) (participle past) 
(process ((type material)
(type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective yes) 
(lex-transition transitive)
(lex "kIr")))
(scope {■' circum location })
(participants
((actor ((cat proper)
(person third) (number plural) 
(lex "turgay")))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex■"cam")))))
(circum ((location ((lex "okul"))))))))))) 
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=turgay] [AGR=3PL] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]]
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=ACC]]
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; ; [[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [SENSE=P'0S] [CQNV=ADJ=DIGI] [P0SS=3SG]] 
; ; CCCAT=M0UN] [R00T=ev] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] .
adverbial
ali^nin cami kirarak 
(uni ^((cat simple-clause)
(mood adverbial) (non-finite arak)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes) 
(lex-transition transitive)
(lex "kir")))
(participants ((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali”)))
(medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex ’’cam")))))))
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
CCCAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=ACC]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [SENSE=P0S] [CONV=ADVERB=ARAK] ] .
ali'nin camI kirarak girdigi ev 
(uni ^((cat common)
(lex "ev")
(qualifier 
((qual-desc
((cat simple-clause)
(mood participle) (participle past)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective no)
(lex "gir")))
(scope circum location })
(participants 
((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum
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((location ((lex "ev")))
(quality
((cat simple-clause)
(mood adverbial) (non-finite arak)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes)
(lex "klr")))
(participants 
((medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex ■•cam'-))))))))) ))))))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=ACC]] 
C[CAT=VERB] [R00T=kIr] [SEMSE=P0S] [CGNV=ADVERB=ARAK] ] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=gir] [SEMSE=P0S] [C0MV=ADJ=DIGI] [P0SS=3SG]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ev] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=N0M]] .
;; Ali’nin cami kirarak girdigi evde UC Gocuk varmIS. 
(uni ’((cat simple-clause)
(time narr)
(mood declarative) (voice active)
(process ((type existential)
(existential yes)
(polarity positive)))
(topic circum location})
(participants 
((entity ((cat common)
(lex "Gocuk")
(quantitative 
((exact yes)
(value ((lex "UG")))
(quan-type cardinal)))))))
(circum 
((location 
((cat common)
(lex "ev")
(qualifier
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((qual-desc
((cat simple-clause)
(mood participle) (participle past)
(process ((type material)
(type-of-base verb)
(agentive yes) (effective no) 
(lex-transition transitive)
(lex "gir")))
(scope {' circum location >)
(participants 
((actor ((cat proper)
(lex "ali")))))
(circum
((location ((lex "ev")))
(quality
((cat simple-clause)
(mood adverbial) (non-finite arak)
(process ((type material) (type-of-base verb) 
(agentive yes) (effective yes) 
(lex-transition transitive)
(lex "kir")))
(participants 
((medium ((cat common)
(definite yes)
(lex "cam"))))))))))))))))))) 
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=cam] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=ACC]] 
[[CAT=VERB][R00T=kIr] [SENSE=P0S][CONV=ADVERB=ARAK]] 
[[CAT=VERB] [R00T=gir] [SEMSE=P0S][CONV=ADJ=DIGI] [P0SS=3SG]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ev] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=L0C]]
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=UC]]
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=Cocuk][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0WE] CCASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=var][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M] 
[C0MV=VERB=N0NE] [TAM1=MARR][AGR=3SG]].
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A .3 N oun  Group (N P )
Noun Group
ali^nin kitabi 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitap”)
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali"))))) 
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
CCCAT=MOUN] [R00T=kitap] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]]
kimin kitabi 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(possessor ((type interrogative)))))
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=kim] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitap] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]]
hangi kitap 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitab")
(demonstrative ((type interrogative)))))
;; C[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=hangi]]
; [ [CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=M0M] ]
;; Su kitap
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(demonstrative ((distance far)))))
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=Su]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]]
ali’nin hangi kitabi
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(uni ^((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali"))) 
(demonstrative ((type interrogative)))))
; ; C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]]
; ; CCCAT=ADJ][R00T=hangi]]
; ; [[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]]
;; ali^nin Su ilk beS kitabi 
(uni ^((cat common)
(lex "kitab")
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali"))) 
(demonstrative ((type determinative)
(distance far)))
(quantitative ((exact yes)
(quan-type cardinal)
(value ((lex "beS")))))
(ordinal ((lex "ilk")))))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=Su]]
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=ilk]]
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=beS]]
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=M0M]]
Su ilginC beS eski bUyUk kitap 
(uni ^((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(specific yes)
(demonstrative ((type determinative) 
(distance far))) 
(quantitative ((exact yes)
(quan-type cardinal) 
(value ((lex "beS")))))
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(epithet ((attitude ((lex "ilginC")))
(quality ((age
((lex "eski")))
(size
((lex "bUyUk")))))))))
CCCAT=ADJ] [ROOT=Su]]
[[CAT=ADJ][ROOT=ilginC]]
CCCAT=ADJ][ROOT=beS]]
C[CAT=ADJ] [ROOT=eski]]
[[CAT=ADJ] [ROOT=bUyUk]]
[[CAT=NOUN] [ROOT=kitap][AGR=3SG] [POSS=MONE][CASE=NOM]]
; ; bUtun kitaplar 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(specific no)
(countability countable)
(number plural)
(ns-deictic ((total +)))))
;; CCCAT=ADJ] [R00T=bUtUn]]
; ; C[CAT=M0UN][RQOT=kitap][AGR=3PL] CP0SS=N0WE]CCASE=N0M] ]
;; baSka bir kitap 
; ; baSka herhangi bir kitap 
; ; diGer bir kitap ...
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(specific no)
(ns-deictic ((additional yes)
; ;(total -)
(partial yes)))))
; ; C[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=diGer]]
;; [[CAT=ADJ][R00T=herhangi bir]]
; ; C[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=kitap][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0ME][CASE=M0M]]
;; ali’nin bazi kitablarl 
(uni ’((cat common)
M^PIlXDIX a . s a m p l e  r u n s IT)
(lex “kitap")
(definite no)
(specific yes)
(possessor ((number singular) (person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali")))
(number plural)
(ns-deictic ((partial yes)))))
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]] 
C[CAT=ADJ][R00T=bazI]]
[[CAT=N0UM] [R00T=kitap][AGR=3PL] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=N0M]]
; ; yedi tane elma 
;; yedi adet elma 
(uni '((cat common)
(lex "elma”)
(definite no)
(specific no)
(countability countable)
(number singular)
(qucuititative ((exact yes)
(value ((lex "yedi")))
(quan-type cardinal)
(partitive yes)
(part“type measure)
(measure number)))))
C[CAT=ADJ][R00T=yedi]]
CCCAT=NOUN][R00T=adet][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UM] [R00T=elma][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0ME][CASE=N0M]]
2 kasa dolusu elma 
(uni '((cat common)
(lex "elma")
(definite no)
(specific no)
(countability countable)
(number singular) ; plural)
(quantitative ((exact yes)
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(value ((lex "iki")))
(quan-type cardinal)
(partitive yes)
(part“type measure)
(measure container)
(container ((lex "kasa")))
(full yes)))))
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=iki]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kasa] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
C[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=dolusu] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=elma] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]] .
iki dilim kek 
iki parca kek 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kek")
(definite no)
(specific no)
(countability mass)
(quantitative ((exact yes)
(value ((lex "iki")))
(quan-type cardinal)
(partitive yes)
(part-type typical)))))
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=iki]]
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=dilim] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=riOM]] 
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=kek] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0ME] [CASE=NQM]] .
,uni
en Cok 10 dilim/parca kek 
en fazla 10 dilim/parca kek 
en az 10 dilim/parca kek 
yakalSIk/ortalama 10 dilim/parca kek 
((cat common)
(lex "kek")
(definite no)
(specific no)
(countability mass)
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(quantitative ((exact no)
(quan-type max)
(max ((lex "10")))
;; (quan-type min)
;; (min ((lex "10")))
;; (quan-type approx)
;; (approx ((lex "10")))
(partitive yes)
(part-type typical))))) 
[[CAT=ADVERB][R00T=en]]
C[CAT=ADJ][R00T=Cok]]
CCCAT=ADJ][ROOT=10]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=dilim] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0WE] [CASE=M0M]] 
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=kek] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]].
ali’nin Su kitablarinin hepsi/tamami 
(uni ’((cat common)
(lex "kitab")
(number plural)
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali"))) 
(demonstrative ((type determinative)
(distance far)))
(post-det ((type total)
(total +)))))
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=Su]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kitab] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=GEM]] 
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=hep] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=3SG][CASE=N0M]].
kitablarin beS katl 
(uni ’((cat common) 
(lex "kitab") 
(specific no) 
(definite no) 
(number plural)
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(post-det ((type multiplier)
(multiplier ((lex "beS"))))))) 
[[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=kitab][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=ADJ] [R00T=beS]]
CCCAT=NOUN] [R00T=kat][AGR=3SG][P0SS=3SG][CASE=N0M]] .
elmcLTiIn beSte dOrdU 
(uni ^((cat common)
(lex "elma")
(specific no)
(definite no)
(number singular)
(post-det ((type fraction)
(numerator ((lex "beS")))  
(denumerator ((lex “dOrt"))))))) 
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=elma] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=beS][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=L0C]] 
[[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=d0rt][AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG][CASE=N0M]].
; ; w i t h  q u a l i f i e r
y >
; ; kirmizl Sapkall iki kiz 
(uni ^((cat common)
(lex "kIz")
(specific no)
(definite no)
(number singular)
(quantitative ((exact yes)
(value ((lex "iki"))) 
(quan-type cardinal)))
(qualifier
((possession ((it-is +)
(lex "Sapka")
(cat common)
(specific no)
(definite no)
(number singular)
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(epithet 
((quality
((color ((type exact)
(lex ''klrmlzl")))))))))))))
; C[CAT=ADJ][R00T=kIrmIzI]]
; [[CAT=M0UN][R00T=Sapka][AGR=3SG][P0SS=M0NE][CASE=MUWITIVE] ] 
[[CAT=ADJ][R00T=iki]]
[[CAT=MQUN][R00T=kIz] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=N0M]].
ali^nin elindeki kitap 
(uni ’((cat np)
(cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(specific no)
(definite no)
(number singular)
(qualifier
((qual-loc ((it-is spatial)
(lex "el")
(cat common)
(specific yes)
(definite no)
(number singular)
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper) (lex "ali"))))))))) 
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=ali] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=GEN]]
[[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=el] [AGR=3SG][P0SS=3SG] [CASE=L0C][CONV=ADJ=REL]] 
[[CAT=N0UN][R00T=kitap][AGR=3SG][P0SS=N0NE][CASE=M0M]].
ahmet’in kardeSine ait kitaplar 
(uni ’((cat np)
(cat common)
(lex "kitap")
(specific no)
(definite no)
(number plural)
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(qualifier 
((qual-possessor 
((np ((cat common)
(lex "kardeS")
(specific yes)
(definite no)
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper)
(lex "ahmet“)))))))))))
C[CAT=N0UM] [R00T=ahmet] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=M0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
C[CAT=N0UN] [R00T=kardeS] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=DAT]] 
ait
[[CAT=N0UM] [R00T=kitap] [AGR=3PL] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=N0M]]
; Postpositional Group
t “
; ahmet’in kardeşinden sonra 
(uni ^((cat pp)
(post-pos ((lex "sonra")
(subcat dative)))
(np ((cat common)
(lex "kardeS")
(specific yes)
(definite no)
(number singular)
(possessor ((number singular)
(person third)
(cat proper)
(lex "ahmet")))))))
[[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=ahmet] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=N0NE] [CASE=GEN]] 
[[CAT=M0UN] [R00T=kardeS] [AGR=3SG] [P0SS=3SG] [CASE=DAT]] 
sonra.
A p p en d ix  В
N on-fin ite  E lem ents in th e
P articip les
This section presents the linguistic analysis of the participles according to the se­
mantic function of the displaced constituent, and some features such as time, voice, 
transition oi the process. The following tables describe the several exceptions in the 
determination of the non-finite element. In the tables, time represents the selected 
time for the participle; Voice represents the selected voice for the process; Trans 
represents the transitive feature of the process: non-f represents the relevant non- 
finite element to realize the participle; Poss represents the possessor of the semantic 
function that can be also displaced.
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Time \ oice Trans. non-f. spec/non-spec D. Obj Poss.
Past Active intrans -пщ uyumuş +
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -iniş camı/cam kırmış qocuka¡¡ent/actor +
-dik — —
-diği — —
cans. -miş camı/cam kırdırmış çocuka^eni +
-dik —/cam kırdırmadık çocuk,,¿¿0,· +
-diği camı/cam kırdırdığım çocukactor +
Passive intrans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
cans. -miş —/cam kırdırılmış çocukacio,· +
-dik —/cam kırdırılmadık çocuk,,cîo,· +
-diği — —
Present
1
Active intrans -en -b
trans -en Cami/Ccim kıran ÇOCUkagent/acto,· +
cans. -en camı/cam kırdıran çocuk^^eni 1T
Passive intrans -en — —
trans -en — ' —
cans -en —/cam kırdırılan çocuk,,,,(o,. +
Future Active intrans -ecek uy uy acak ço cuk^j jr^ +
-eceği — —
trans -ecek camı/cam kıracak çocuk^jeni/acior +
-eceği — —
cans. -ecek camı/cam kırdıracak çocuka^eni +
-eceği camı/cam kırdıracağım çocuk,,cio,. +
Passive intrans -ecek — —
-eceği — —
trans -ecek — —
-eceği — —
cans. -ecek —/cam kırdırılacak çocuk,,c(or +
-eceği cam ın/— kırdırdacağı çocuk,,cî,„. —
Table B.l: Participle forms that modify A G E N T  or A C T O R
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Time Voice Trans. non-f. conflated Actor or Goal Poss.
Past Active intrans -nii.s suya batmış gemi,,cior /  — +
-dik — —
-digi — —
trans -miş — —
-dik — / kırmadık odun^oa/ +
-diği — / kırdığım odun^oa/ +
CclUS. -miş --  / -- —
-dik — / kırdırmadık odun^oai +
-diği — / kırdırdığım oduıigoa/ +
Passive intrans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — / kırılmış odun^oai +
-dik — / kırılmadık oduıiy^a/ +
-diği — —
cans. -iniş — / kırdırılmış odun^oa/ +
-dik — /  kırdırılmadık oduıij^ıa/ —
-diği — —
Present Active intrans -en suya batan gemiacior /  — -j-
trans -en — —
cans. -en — —
Passive intrans -en — —
trans -en — / kırılan odun^.^ai +
cans -en — / kırdırılan odun^oa/ -l'1
Future Active intrans -ecek suya batacak gemi,,ciüc / — +
-eceği — —
trans -ecek —· /  kıracak odun^,:,^/ J_
-eceği — / kıracağım odun^^a/ +
cans. -ecek — / kırdıracak odun^oai +
-eceği — / kırdıracağım odun^oa/ +
Passive intrans -ecek — —
-eceği — —
trans -ecek — / kırılacak odun,y.,a/ +
-eceği — —
cans. -ecek — / kırdırılacak oduıiy.va/ +
-eceği — —
Table; B.2; Participle forms that modify MEDIUM (conflated with Actor or 
Ooal)
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Time X’oice Trans. non-f. spec/non-spec D. Obj Poss.
Past Active ill trails -iniş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — —
-dik —/para vermedik çocuk d-
-diği odunu/odun kırdığım kadın +
cans. -mi§ —
-dik —/para verdirmedik çocuk ?acior +
-diği odunu/odun kırdırdığım kadın Nctor +
Passive intrans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş —/para verilmiş çocuk +
-dik —/para verilmedik çocuk +
-diği paranın/— verildiği çocuk —
cans. -miş — —
-dik -- . —
-diği — —
Present Active intrans -en — —
trans -en — —
caus. -en — —
Passive intrans -en — —
trans -en —/odun kırılan adam +
cans -en — —
Future Active intrans -ecek — —
-eceği — —
trans -ecek — —
-eceği parayı/para vereceğim çocuk +
caus. -ecek — —
-eceği parayı/para verdireceğim çocuk '!actor +
Passive intrans -ecek — —
-eceği — —
trans -ecek —/odun kırılacak kadın +
-eceği — —
cans. -ecek —/odun kırdırılacak kadın lacior
-eceği — —
Tcible B.3: Participle forms that modify B E N E F IC IA R Y
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Time \ ’oice Γ\■^1 rails. non-f. spec/non-spec D. Obj Poss.
Past Active intrans -iniş — —
-elik — —
-diği gerninin/gemi battığı gün/süre + / -
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği odunu/odun kırdığım gün/süre + /-
cans. -miş —
-dik — —
-diği odunu/odun kırdırdığım gün/süre + / -
Passive intrans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği paranın/para harcandığı gün/süre + /-
cans. -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
Present Active intrans -en — ? uçak düşen gün/— —
trans -en — —
cans. -en — —
Passive intrans -en — —
trans -en —/para harcanan gü n /— + /-
cans -en —/para harcatılan gü n /— + /-
Future Active intrans -ecek — —
-eceği geminin/gemi batacağı gün/süre + /-
trans -ecek —/odun kıracak gün/süre + /-
-eceği parayı/para harcayacağım gün/süre + / -
cans. -ecek — —
-eceği odunu/odun kırdıracağım gün/süre +
Passive intrans -ecek — —
-eceği — —
trans -ecek —/odun kırılacak gün/süre + / -
-eceği odunun/odun kırılacağı gün/süre —
cans. -ecek •—/odun kırdırılacak gün/süre + /-
-eceği odunun/odun kırılacağı gün/süre —
Table B.4: Participle forms that modify T IM E  or D U R A T IO N
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Time Voice Trans. non-f. spec/non-spec D. Obj Poss.
Past Active intrans -miş çocuk/— uyumuş yatak +
-dik — —
-eliği çocuğun/— uyuduğu ev +
trans -mi§ — —
-dik —/top oynamadık bahçe +
-diği odunu/odun kesdiğim orman +
caus. -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği çocuğu/— ata bindirdiğim tarla +
Pcissive intrans -miş (çocuk tarafından) uyunmuş yatak +
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği paranın/— verildiği yer +
caus. -rniş — —
-dik — —
-diği odunu/odun kestirdiğim bahçe +
Present Active intrans -en —/çocuk uyuyan yatak +
trans -en — —
cans. -en — —
Passive intrans -en —/ — uyunan yatak +
trans -en —/odun kırılan bahçe +
caus -en —/odun kırdırılan yer +
Future Active intrans -ecek —/çocuk yatacak yatak +
-eceği çocuğun yatacağı yatak +
trans -ecek —/top oynayacak saha —
-eceği parayı/para harcayacağım köy +
caus. -ecek — —
-eceği çocuğa dersi/ders anlattıracağım oda +
Passive intrans -ecek uyuyacak yatak -f
-eceği çocuğun uyuyacağı yatak +
trans -ecek —/odun kırılacak bahçe +
-eceği odunun/— kırılacağı bahçe +
cans. -ecek —/odun kırdırılacak bahçe +
-eceği odunun/— kırdırılacağı bahçe +
Table B.5: Participle forms that modify L O C A T IO N
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Time Voice Trans. non-f. spec/non-spec D. Obj Poss.
Past Active intrans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği çocuğun/— gittiği/geldiği ev +
trans -rniş — —
-dik — —
-diği adamın kumu/kum döktüğü deniz +
caus. -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği adamın kumu/kum döktürdüğü deniz +
Pcissive intrans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği kumun/— döküldüğü deniz +
cans. -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği kumun/— döktürtüldüğü deniz +
Present Active intrans -en — +
trans -en — —
cans. -en — —
Passive intrans -en gidilen/gelineil ev 'lorioinlD^ .stmation +
trans -en —/kum dökülen/çıkarılan deniz +
cans -en —/kum döktürülen deniz -j-
Future Active intrans -ecek — —
-eceği gideceğirn/geleceğim ev +
trans -ecek —/kum dökecek/çıkaracak deniz +
-eceği kumu/kum dökeceğim deniz +
cans. -ecek —/kum döktürecek deniz +
-eceği —/kum döktüreceğim deniz +
Passive intrans -ecek gidilecek/gelinecek ev +
-eceği — +
trans -ecek —/kum dökülecek deniz +
-eceği kumun/— döküleceği deniz +
cans. -ecek —/kum döktürülecek deniz +
-eceği kumun/— döktürüleceği deniz +
Table B.6: Participle forms that modify O R IG IN  and D E ST IN A T IO N
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Time V'oice Trans. non-f. spec/non-spec D. Obj Poss.
Past Active intrans -rniş — —
-dik — —
-diği çocuğun/— koijtuğu son üç km +
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği adamın bayrağı/bayrak taşıdığı 3 km +
cans. -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği adamın bayrağı/bayrak taşıttığı 3 km +
Passive intrans -miş (x tarafından) koşulmuş son üç km +
-dik — —
-diği — —
trans -miş — —
-dik — —
-diği bayrağın/— taşındığı son yüz metre —
caus. -rniş — —
-dik — —
-diği koşturulduğum beş km —
Present Active intrans -en — +
trans -en — —
cans. -en — —
Passive intrans -en koşulan beş km +
trans -en —/bayrak taşınan üç km —
caus -en —/bayrak taşıtılan üc km —
Future Active intrans -ecek koşacak 5 km —
-eceği çocuğun koşacağı 5 km —
trans -ecek —/bayrak taşıyacak son 3 km —
-eceği bayraği/bayrak taşıyacağım 3 km —
cans. -ecek taşıttıracak son 3 km —
-eceği taşıttıracağım son 3 km —
Passive intrans -ecek koşulacak 5 km —
-eceği — —
trans -ecek —/bayrak taşınacak son 3 km —
-eceği bayrağın/— taşınacağı son 3 km —
cans. -ecek —/bayrak taşıttırılacak son 3 km —
-eceği bayrağın/— taşıttırılacağı son 3 km —
Table B.7: Pcirticiple forms that modify D IS T A N C E
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